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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, smartphones have become ubiquitous and are playing a critical role in key
aspects of people’s daily life such as communication, entertainment and social activities.
Most smartphones are equipped with multiple embedded sensors such as GPS (Global Po-
sitioning System), accelerometer, camera, etc, and have diverse sensing capacity. Moreover,
the emergence of wearable devices also enhances the sensing capabilities of smartphones since
most wearable devices can exchange sensory data with smartphones via network interfaces.
Therefore, mobile sensing have led to numerous innovative applications in various fields in-
cluding environmental monitoring, transportation, healthcare, safety and so on. While all
these applications are based on two critical techniques in mobile sensing, which are data
collection and data aggregation, respectively. Data collection is to collect all the sensory
data in the network while data aggregation is any process in which information is gathered
and expressed in a summary form such as SUM or AVERAGE. Obviously, the above two
problems can be solved by simply collect all the sensory data in the whole network. But
that will lead to huge communication cost.
This dissertation is to reduce the huge communication cost in data collection and data
aggregation in mobile sensing where the following two technical routes are applied. The first
technical route is to use sampling techniques such as uniform sampling or Bernoulli sampling.
In this way, an aggregation result with acceptable error can be can be calculate while only
a small part of mobile phones need to submit their sensory data. The second technical rout
is location-based sensing in which every mobile phone submits its geographical position and
the mobile sensing platform will use the submitted positions to filter useless sensory data.
The experiment results indicate the proposed methods have high performance.
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivations
Nowadays, smartphones have become ubiquitous and are playing a critical role in key
aspects of people’s daily life such as communication, entertainment and social activities.
Most smartphones are equipped with multiple embedded sensors such as GPS (Global Po-
sitioning System), accelerometer, camera, etc, and have diverse sensing capacity. Moreover,
the emergence of wearable devices also enhances the sensing capabilities of smartphones since
most wearable devices can exchange sensory data with smartphones via network interfaces.
For example, the sensors in a mobile phones in shown in Fig. 1.1.
Therefore, mobile sensing have led to numerous innovative applications in various fields
including environmental monitoring, transportation, healthcare, safety and so on [1]. While
all these applications are based on two critical techniques in mobile sensing, which are data
collection and data aggregation, respectively. Data collection is to collect all the sensory
data in the network while data aggregation is any process in which information is gathered
and expressed in a summary form such as SUM or AVERAGE. For example, if the sensory
dataset is S = s1, s2, s3 and we have s1=1, s2=1, s1=3. The data collection is to collect
the whole sensory dataset from all the users. The final result is S = s1, s2, s3 The data
aggregation is to get a aggregation result. For final result for SUM operation is 5 while the
final result for the AVERAGE operation is 5
3
.
Obviously, the above two problems can be solved by simply collect all the sensory data
in the whole network. After this process, the data aggregation is finished and all kinds of
data aggregation operations can be easily executed since all the sensory data are gathered.
However, the above method has a very obvious drawback. In the above method, all the
smartphones need to submit their sensory data and the size of users may be quite large in
2Figure 1.1. Sensors in smartphones
practice [2], [3]. While on the other hand, data transmission for mobile phones may cost
a great deal of energy. For example, according to [4], the energy cost for transmitting one
bit of data is enough for executing 1000 instructions. Therefore, it is a critical problem to
reduce the energy cost in mobile sensing.
This dissertation is to reduce the huge communication cost in data collection and data
aggregation in mobile sensing, where the following two technical routes are applied.
Technical Route 1: Sampling The first technical route is to use sampling techniques
such as uniform sampling or Bernoulli sampling, whose process is as follows.
1. Determine a proper sampling size or a proper sampling probability.
2. Broadcast the sampling size or the sampling probability and sample the sensory data
in the network.
3. Submit sensory data and do partial data aggregation.
In this way, an aggregation result with acceptable error can be can be calculated while only
a small part of mobile phones need to submit their sensory data. Since only a small part of
mobile phones needs to submit their sensory data, the total energy cost will be reduced.
3Technical Route 2: Location-based Sensing The second technical route is location-
based sensing whose basic idea is as follows.
1. The mobile sensing platform broadcasts the sensing task.
2. Each user submits his/her position to the mobile sensing platform.
3. The mobile crowdsensing platform decides the winner set according to the submitted
positions to filter out useless sensory data.
4. All the selected smartphones submit their sensory data to the mobile sensing platform.
Since only the selected mobile phones need to submit their sensory data, the total energy
cost will also be reduced.
Based on the above two technical routes, the following problems are proposed and
solved, which are listed as follows.
1. Approximate holistic aggregation in mobile sensing.
2. Bernoulli sampling based approximate holistic aggregation in mobile sensing.
3. Data collection in geographical position conflicting mobile sensing.
4. Approximate holistic aggregation in small-scale networks.
5. Data collection in geographical position dependent mobile sensing.
The above problems are briefly introduced in the following three sections. For the detailed
information, please refer to Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
1.2 Approximate Holistic Aggregation in Mobile Sensing
Holistic aggregations are popular queries for users to obtain detailed summary informa-
tion in mobile sensing. An aggregation operation is holistic if there is no constant bound
on the size of the storage needed to describe a sub-aggregation. Since holistic aggregation
4cannot be distributable, it requires that all the sensory data should be sent to the sink in
order to obtain the exact holistic aggregation results, which costs lots of energy. However,
in most applications, exact holistic aggregation results are not necessary, instead, approxi-
mate results are acceptable. To save energy as much as possible, we study the approximated
holistic aggregation algorithms based on uniform sampling. In this problem, four holistic
aggregation operations, frequency, distinct-count, rank and quantile, are investigated. The
mathematical methods to construct their estimators and determine optional sample size are
proposed, and the correctness of these methods are proved. Four corresponding distribut-
ed holistic algorithms to derive (, δ)-approximate aggregation results are given. The solid
theoretical analysis and extensive simulation results show that all the proposed algorithms
have high performance on the aspects of accuracy and energy consumption.
1.3 Bernoulli Sampling Based Approximate Holistic Aggregation in Mobile
Sensing
A frequency query is to acquire the occurrence frequency of each value in a sensory data
set, which is a popular operation in mobile sensing. However, exact frequency results are
not easy to obtain due to the unique characteristics of mobile phone networks. Fortunately,
approximate frequency results are acceptable and affordable in most mobile sensing appli-
cations. In this problem, we study how to process approximate ordinary frequency queries,
approximate single value frequency queries and approximate range frequency queries, and
propose Bernoulli sampling based method to estimate approximate frequencies. The dis-
tributed algorithms to calculate approximate frequency results are introduced. The simula-
tion results show that on the aspects of both energy efficiency and accuracy, the proposed
algorithms have high performance.
1.4 Data Collection in Geographical Position Conflicting Mobile Sensing
Sensor-embedded smartphones have become ubiquitous nowadays, further leveraging
the popularity of mobile crowdsensing. A mobile crowdsensing platform gathers sensory
5data from smartphone users and makes payments to them in return. Due to the spatial
correlation of sensory data in various applications, users close to each other in geographical
positions usually provide similar sensory data, and it is quite an economic waste for a mobile
sensing platform to buy duplicated sensory data with multiple payments to geographically
close users. Unfortunately, the existing works do not take this matter into consideration. To
prevent waste, the third problem considers geographical position conflicting mobile crowd-
sensing systems in which any two users within a limited geographical distance cannot obtain
payments simultaneously while participating in crowdsensing tasks. Two algorithms are pro-
posed to select appropriate mobile crowdsensing participants and calculate the payments to
them. Solid theoretical proofs are presented to demonstrate the beneficial properties of our
proposed algorithms. The extensive experiment results based on real-world datasets indicate
that our proposed algorithms are efficient while providing beneficial properties.
1.5 Approximate Holistic Aggregation in Small Scale Networks
With the ever-increasing population, problems of everyday sustainability have become
onerous. According to the survey by United Nations, 54% of the world’s current population
lives in urban areas. So, to collect such well spread data, they exploit various sensor equipped
devices in the city to collect data and interpret information at the city level. In today’s world,
all the devices from smart home devices to intelligent transport systems are well connected
with the internet. Such a network with well-connected devices is called Internet-Of-Things
(IoT)
Sensors are the building blocks for many IoT devices. Utilizing sensors as the commu-
nication media helps us resolve many of the problems discussed earlier. The fourth problem
is to propose two algorithms to process δ-approximate maximum queries and δ-distinct-set
queries in small-scale networks. These two algorithms are based on uniform sampling and
Bernoulli sampling, respectively. Proposed algorithms to return the exact query results with
probability not less than 1-δ where the value of δ can be arbitrarily small.
61.6 Data Collection in Geographical Position Dependent Mobile Sensing
In real-life applications, the mobile crowdsensing platforms aim to maximize the quality
of gathered sensory data during the above process because the mobile crowdsensing plat-
form needs to pay significant economic costs to the mobile crowdsensing participants for
their sensory data. However, in many applications, the sensory data exhibits strong spatial
correlation. Directly selecting the winners with lower bids may select multiple disjoint users
as the winners, which cannot fully describe sensory data’s spatial correlation or show the
whole circumstance.
The fifth problem is to study incentive mechanisms in the geographical position de-
pendent mobile crowdsensing platforms. In this problem, the mobile crowdsensing platform
cannot select multiple disjoint users as the winners. All the selected winners must form a con-
nected dependent graph so that the sensory data can fully describe the whole circumstance
of the sensory region.
1.7 Organization
The rest of this dissertation proposal is organized as follows: Chapter 2 summarized
the related literature. Chapter 3 is about approximate holistic aggregation in mobile sens-
ing. Chapter 4 studies Bernoulli sampling based approximate holistic aggregation in mobile
sensing. Chapter 5 solves the problem of data collection in geographical position conflict-
ing mobile sensing. Chapter 6 is about approximate holistic aggregation in small networks
Chapter 7 solves the problem of data collection in geographical position dependent mobile
sensing. Chapter 8 is the conclusion.
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RELATED WORK
2.1 Sampling-based Data Aggregation
Since the summary information contained by distributable, algebraic and holistic aggre-
gations are quite important for analysis in networks, many related works have been proposed.
Considering that the sensory data are highly correlated in spatial and temporal di-
mensions, the work in [5] presents a distributed approximate aggregation algorithm, which
brings considerable energy savings. By partitioning the precision constraint of data aggre-
gation and allocating error bounds to individual sensor nodes, the work in [6] discusses the
tradeoff between energy consumption and data quality in order to prolong network lifetime.
The experimental results show that the proposed scheme significantly improves network life-
time. However, the algorithms in both [5] and [6] are only designed for continuous queries.
Therefore, they cannot be used for snapshot queries discussed in our dissertation.
The work in [7] proposes an approximate algorithm for the quantile operation in mobile
sensing. This algorithm reduces energy consumption based on the sampling technique. How-
ever, since the variance of the estimator in [7] is larger than 0, the probability of obtaining
a result with the required approximation error is fixed according to Chebyshev’s inequality,
so that it cannot meet the arbitrary precision requirement given by users. The work in
[8] proposes a data aggregation scheme that can be extended to process a class of queries,
including the approximate quantile queries. Strict theoretical guarantees of approximation
quality are provided in [8]. However, the error bound is related to the memory size m, which
is limited in practice. Therefore, the error bound cannot be arbitrarily adjusted. The work in
[9] proposes a protocol to compute approximate median and designs an algorithm to obtain
the median in the presence of compromised nodes. The analysis and simulation results show
that the proposed algorithm is scalable and efficient. However, it is only suitable to deal
8with median queries and cannot calculate any quantile required by users, and it also needs
additional storage space to decrease the error bound.
Based on a binary trie based summary structure for representing transaction sets,
the work in [10] proposes two algorithms to process frequency queries towards large-scale
databases. The work in [11] proposes an algorithm for computing the approximate distinct-
count. These algorithms are based on the sampling synopsis. However, they are centralized
and cannot be used in large scale WSNs.
The work in [12] proposes an adaptive sampling solution named SILENCE in CPSs.
SILENCE is efficient to reduce redundancy in raw data without compromising accuracy of
reconstruction of the phenomenon at the sink. However, it is only suitable for the circum-
stance that sensory data have spatial and temporal correlations. The algorithm in [13] can
adjust the sampling rate adaptively during the monitoring period. However, the theoretical
bound of monitoring accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
The works in [14] and [15] propose two algorithms for frequency queries in large-scale
database systems. However, these algorithms are centralized and cannot be employed in
MANETs.
2.2 Mobile Crowdsensing
The work in [16] designs a reverse auction based dynamic price incentive mechanism
where users can sell sensory data to the crowdsensing platform at users’ claimed bid prices.
However, the incentive mechanism in [16] does not satisfy the property of truthfulness.
The work in [17] studies the distributed time-sensitive and location-dependent task s-
election problem in mobile crowdsensing. An asynchronous and distributed task selection
algorithm is proposed. But [17] does not take the geographical position conflicting into
consideration. The work in [18] is about photo crowdsensing in disruption tolerant net-
works. However, this work focuses on users’ graphical position-based cooperation instead of
graphical position-based confliction. Therefore, it cannot solve our problem directly.
Massive works use auction-based mechanisms to study the problem of graphical position
9conflicting spectrum allocation [19], [20]. However, these works are for allocating fixed
number of spectrums rather than maximizing the total social welfare in crowdsensing data
gathering. Moreover, these works’ definition on graphical position confliction also differs
with that of our problem. Therefore, these works cannot be used for our problem directly.
2.3 Other Related Work
The random geometric graph introduced in [21] is an excellent theoretical model to
be used in network connectivity analysis. But it is only suitable for static networks. The
work in [22] proposes a derived version of the random geometric graph named dynamic
random geometric graph which can be used to analyze MANET connectivity. But it only
studies the period for a network to be connected or disconnected. The work in [23] studies
the connectivity of MANETs by simulations. The simulation result is the probability of a
network to be connected. But our work focuses on the number of the connected nodes. The
work in [24] is like an evaluation of MANET connectivity. The simulation results for the size
of the largest connected component are shown. But it does not specify how to calculate the
size of the largest connected component. Furthermore, the simulation results shown in [24]
are the average size. This kind of results cannot be applied to our work since it is possible
that the actual size is smaller than the average size.
The spatial correlation of sensory data is well studied in [25] and [26]. The authors in
[27] proposed a model about users’ sensing area in photo crowdsensing. The factor of both
sensing range and sensing angle are taken into consideration in this model. Massive spatial
correlated sensory data can be found in the Greenorbs Project [28].
The work in [29] uses the Brightkite and Gowalla datasets to study friendships in online
social networks and users’ movements in the physical world. The works in [30] and [31] use
subsets of the Brightkite and Gowalla datasets to study the influence maximization problem
in location based social networks. The work in [32] uses the Swoopo dataset to study
information asymmetries in pay-per-bid auctions, which indicates bid distribution closely
maps with a widely adopted assumption in optimal auction design research [33].
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Chapter 3
APPROXIMATE HOLISTIC AGGREGATION IN MOBILE SENSING
3.1 Introduction
Mobile sensing have been widely employed in many applications, including military de-
fense, environment monitoring, traffic monitoring, health care, structural health monitoring
and so on [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40]. Since sensors are always redundantly deployed in
a monitored region to improve network robustness, the sensory data generated are always
very huge and redundant to users [41] [42] [43] [44] [45]. To deal with such a great amount of
data, the summary information returned by aggregation operations is extremely important
for users to make decisions.
As we know, the existing aggregation operations can be classified into three categories,
distributable aggregations (such as SUM and COUNT), algebraic aggregations (such as AV-
ERAGE), and the holistic aggregations. Among these aggregations, the holistic aggregations
are the most complicated ones to process since there is no constant bound on the size of
the storage needed to describe a sub-aggregation [46] and they cannot be processed in a
distributed manner [47]. However, the summary information returned by many holistic ag-
gregations, such as the quantile and frequency queries, are quite valuable in applications.
For example, the frequency result of air pollution not only reflects the overall pollution sit-
uation in the monitored region, but also shows the detailed distribution of each pollution
grade. Such information cannot be provided by the SUM or AVERAGE aggregation results.
Therefore, it is important to deal with the holistic aggregation efficiently in mobile sensing.
Since a holistic aggregation cannot be distributable, it requires that all sensory data to
be transmitted to the sink to derive the exact holistic aggregation results, which costs high
energy consumption. In practice, exact holistic aggregation results are not necessary in most
applications and approximate ones are also acceptable [48] [49] [50] [51]. Therefore, some
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approximate aggregation techniques were proposed, such as [52] and [53]. These methods
save lots of energy comparing with the exact holistic aggregation algorithms. However, all
of them have a fixed error bound and cannot satisfy the arbitrary precision requirement
specified by users. For example, the work in [53] focuses on continuous holistic queries in
wireless sensor networks. An approach to derive approximate results for rapid data changing
circumstances is proposed, which significantly reduces the traffic cost. However, the error of
the approximate result cannot be arbitrarily specified by users.
To overcome such problems, this chapter take frequency, distinct-count, rank and quan-
tile as example aggregation operations to investigate the sampling based holistic aggregation
algorithms in this chapter. Our aim is to return an (, δ)-approximate holistic aggregation
result to users, which satisfies that the probability of the relative error bound of the results
being larger than  is smaller than δ, where  and δ can be arbitrarily small.
Although the works in [54] and [55] propose (, δ)-approximate aggregation algorithm-
s based on the uniform and Bernoulli sampling techniques, they can only deal with dis-
tributable and the algebraic aggregations, and are not suitable for our problems. In summary,
the contributions of this chapter are as follows.
1. Four mathematical estimators for the frequency, distinct-count, rank and quantile ag-
gregation operations are provided, and the unbiased properties of these estimators are
proved.
2. The mathematical methods to determine the optional sample size for calculating (, δ)-
frequency, (, δ)-distinct-count, (, δ)-rank and (, δ)-quantile results are designed, and
their correctness are guaranteed.
3. The distributed algorithms for (, δ)-frequency, (, δ)-distinct-count, (, δ)-rank and
(, δ)-quantile are provided based on the uniform sampling technique, and the compu-
tation complexities and energy costs of these algorithms are analyzed.
4. The extensive simulation results are presented to verify that all the proposed algorithms
have high performance on the aspects of accuracy and energy consumption.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the problem defini-
tion. Section 3.3 provides the mathematical foundations of the (, δ)-approximate aggrega-
tion algorithms. Section 3.4 explains the (, δ)-approximate aggregation algorithms. Section
3.5 shows the simulation results. Section 3.6 concludes this part.
3.2 Problem Definition
Let n denote the size of network and i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be the ID of a sensor node. We
divide a network into grids, and the sensor nodes in the same grid form a cluster, where the
edge length of each grid is determined by the transmission radius of a sensor node so that it
guarantees that the sensor nodes in the same cluster can communicate with each other by
one-hop communication.
Let sti be the sensory value of node i at time t. Thus St = {st1, st2, . . . , stn} is the
set of all the sensory data in the network at time t. In practice, there always exist some
reduplicated values in St. We use Dis(St) to denote the distinct set of St, which means that
Dis(St) ⊆ St and Dis(St) only contains all the distinct values in St. We assume all the data
distributes randomly in the network. The spatial and temporal correlation for the sensory
data is ignored. Four aggregation operations on St are studied in this chapter, which are
frequency, rank, distinct count and quantile. The definition of these four operations are as
follows.
1. For any x ∈ Dis(St), the exact frequency denoted by F (St, x) satisfies F (St, x) =
|{stj |stj=x∧1≤j≤n}|
n
.
2. The exact rank denoted by R(St, x) satisfies R(St, x) =
|{stj |stj≤x∧1≤j≤n}|
n
.
3. The exact distinct-count of St denoted by DC(St) satisfies that DC(St) = |Dis(St)|.
4. For any given r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1), the exact quantile denoted by Q(St, r) satisfies Q(St, r) =
argminsti
|{stj |stj≤sti∧1≤j≤n}|
n
≥ r.
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All the above four holistic aggregations are quite useful for mobile sensing. For example,
in the application of pollution monitoring, the results returned by frequent queries not only
reflect the overall pollution situation in the monitored area, but also provide the detailed
distribution of each pollution grade. Similarly, the results returned by the distinct-count
queries indicate the number of pollution levels in the monitored area, which could help
the users to determine the actions to be carried out. Furthermore, the results of the rank
queries reflect the ratio the of over-polluted area, and the results of the quantile queries
show the pollution degree under a given ratio. Such information is important for users to
make prompt and proper decisions. Obviously, comparing with sum, max/min and average
aggregations, the above four holistic aggregation queries present more detailed information,
and provide more evidences for users to take actions. Therefore, it is quite important to
design distributed and energy-efficient algorithms for these four holistic aggregation queries.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, it leads to a huge communication cost and computation
cost for calculating an exact aggregation result. Therefore, we study how to obtain an (, δ)-
approximate result for the above four aggregation operations. Suppose that It denotes an
exact aggregation result of St at time t, and Ît is an approximate result to estimate It. The
relative error between It and Ît, denoted by Error(It, Ît), satisfies that Error(It, Ît) =
|It−Ît|
It
.
The definition of the (, δ)-estimator is given as follows, which has been proposed in [54].
Definition 3.2.1 ((, δ)-estimator). For any  ( > 0) and δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1), Ît is called the
(, δ)-estimator of It if Pr(Error(It, Ît) ≥ ) ≤ δ, where Error(It, Ît) = |It−Ît|It .
According to Definition 3.2.1, the problem of computing (, δ)-approximate frequency,
(, δ)-approximate rank, (, δ)-approximate distinct-count and (, δ)-approximate quantile is
defined as follows.
Input: (1) A network with n nodes; (2) The sensory data set St; (3) Aggregation
operator Agg ∈ {Frequency, Rank, DistinctCount, Quantile}; (4)  ( > 0), δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1),
x (only for rank) and r (only for quantile).
Output: (, δ)-approximate aggregation result of Agg.
For the clarity, all the frequently used symbols are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Name Description
n The size of a network
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) The ID of a sensor node
sti The sensory value of node i at time t
St = {st1, st2, . . . , stn} The set of all the sensory data in the network at time t
Dis(St) The distinct set of St
F (St, x) The exact frequency of value x for dataset St
R(St, x) The exact rank of value x for dataset St
DC(St) The exact distinct-count of St
Q(St, r) The exact quantile of any given r for dataset St
Ît Approximate result to estimate It
Error(It, Ît) Relative error between It and Ît
U(m) = {X1, X2, ..., Xm} A uniform sample of St with sample size m
nmin/nmax The number of appearances for the least/most appearing data
fi The frequency of the i-th smallest sensory data
Table 3.1. Symbols
3.3 Preliminaries
According to [56], uniform sampling is the best choice for estimating aggregation results.
Therefore, our (, δ)-approximate aggregation algorithm is based on the uniform sampling
technique.
Let X1, X2, ..., Xm denote m simple random samplings with replacement from St, that
is, Xi and Xj are independent with each other for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m, and Pr(Xi = stj) = 1n
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where Pr(Xi = stj) denotes the probability of stj being
sampled by the i-th simple random sampling. Thus, U(m) = {X1, X2, ..., Xm} is called
a uniform sample of St with size m. The preliminaries of computing (, δ)-approximate
frequency, (, δ)-approximate rank, (, δ)-approximate distinct-count and (, δ)-approximate
quantile are presented in the following subsections respectively.
3.3.1 (, δ)-Approximate Frequency
To obtain (, δ)-approximate frequency, the mathematical estimator of a frequency is
needed firstly. Let ̂F (St, x) denote the estimator of exact value F (St, x). Then ̂F (St, x)
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should satisfy that
̂F (St, x) =
|{Xi|Xi = x ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ m}|
m
.
The following Theorem 3.3.1 indicates that ̂F (St, x) is an unbiased estimator of F (St, x),
and the variance of ̂F (St, x) is provided by Theorem 3.3.2.
Theorem 3.3.1. ̂F (St, x) is an unbiased estimator of F (St, x).
Proof. Let I(a, b) be a variable which satisfies
I(a, b) =
 1 if a = b0 otherwise
Then we have
E[ ̂F (St, x)] =
∑m
i=1 I(Xi, x)
m
(3.1)
Since Xi ∈ U(m), Pr(Xi = stj) = 1n for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and thus
E[I(X1, x)] = E[I(X2, x)] = · · · = E[I(Xm, x)] =
n∑
i=1
Pr(X1 = sti)I(sti, x) (3.2)
=
n∑
i=1
1
n
I(sti, x) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
I(sti, x) = F (St, x)
Based on the formulas (3.1) and (3.2), we have E[ ̂F (St, x)] = F (St, x), so that ̂F (St, x) is
an unbiased estimator of F (St, x).
Theorem 3.3.2. V ar[ ̂F (St, x)] = F (St,x)(1−F (St,x))m .
Proof. According to the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, we have Pr(Xi = stj) =
1
n
for any Xi ∈
U(m). Therefore, I(Xi, x) can be regarded as a 0-1 random variable, where Pr{I2(Xi, x) =
1} = Pr{I(Xi, x) = 1} = F (St, x). Thus,
V ar[I(Xi, x)] = E(I
2(Xi, x))− (E(I(Xi, x)))2 = F (St, x)(1− F (St, x))
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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Thus, V ar[ ̂F (St, x)] = V ar[
∑m
i=1 I(Xi,x)]
m2
= V ar[I(X1,x)]
m
= F (St,x)(1−F (St,x))
m
.
Since ̂F (St, x) is an unbiased estimator of an exact frequency and its variance is bounded,
Error(F (St, x), ̂F (St, x)) can be arbitrarily small.
Obviously, it is critical to determine a proper sample size for a sampling based algorithm.
The following theorem shows that ̂F (St, x) is an (, δ)-estimator of F (St, x) if the sample
size m satisfies that m ≥ φ
2
δ/2
2
( n
nmin
− 1).
Theorem 3.3.3. ̂F (St, x) is an (, δ)-estimator of F (St, x) if m ≥ φ
2
δ/2
2
( n
nmin
−1), where φδ/2
is the δ
2
fractile of the standard normal distribution and nmin is the number of appearances
for the least appearing data.
Proof. According to the center limit theory [57], we have ̂F (St, x) ∼ N(E[ ̂F (St, x)],
V ar[ ̂F (St, x)]) if the sample size m ≥ 30, i.e., ̂F (St,x)−F (St,x)√
V ar[ ̂F (St,x)]
∼ N(0, 1) when m ≥ 30,
where N(E, V ) denotes a normal distribution with expectation E and variance V for any
E ∈ (−∞,+∞) and V ∈ [0,+∞).
Since the required sample size is far more than 30 for most cases due to the large scale
of a network, we can assume that
̂F (St,x)−F (St,x)√
V ar[ ̂F (St,x)]
follows the standard normal distribution in
the rest of the chapter. Meanwhile, we also have Pr(
∣∣∣∣ ̂F (St,x)−F (St,x)√V ar[ ̂F (St,x)]
∣∣∣∣ ≥ φδ/2) = δ since φδ/2
denotes the δ
2
fractile of the standard normal distribution, that is
Pr(| ̂F (St, x)− F (St, x)| ≥ φδ/2
√
V ar[ ̂F (St, x)]) = δ. (3.3)
Based on the condition of Theorem 3.3.3, we have
m ≥ φ
2
δ/2
2
(
n
nmin
− 1) ≥ φ
2
δ/2
2
(
1
F (St, x)
− 1) (3.4)
Furthermore,
V ar[ ̂F (St, x)] =
F (St, x)(1− F (St, x))
m
(3.5)
according to the conclusion of Theorem 3.3.2.
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Thus, according to Formulas (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we have Pr(| ̂F (St, x)− F (St, x)| ≥
F (St, x)) ≤ δ, i.e., ̂F (St, x) is an (, δ)-estimator of F (St, x) based on Definition 3.2.1.
3.3.2 (, δ)-Approximate Rank
The mathematical estimator of rank is defined as follows
R̂(St, x) =
|{Xi|Xi ≤ x ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ m}|
m
.
Using the similar proofs of Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.2, we have that R̂(St, x) is
an unbiased estimator of the exact value, and V ar[R̂(St, x)] =
R(St,x)(1−R(St,x))
m
. Meanwhile,
we also have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.4. R̂(St, x) is an (, δ)-estimator of R(St, x) if m ≥ φ
2
δ/2
2
( 1
inf(R(St,x))
−1), where
inf(R(St, x)) denotes the lower bound of R(St, x) and φδ/2 is the
δ
2
fractile of the standard
normal distribution. 2
The proof of Theorem 3.3.4 is similar to that of Theorem 3.3.3.
3.3.3 (, δ)-Approximate Distinct Count
The mathematical estimator of distinct count is defined by
D̂C(St) =
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈U(m)
1
Pr(s
(d)
tv ∈ U(m))
.
Let Xv (1 ≤ v ≤ DC(St)) denote a 0-1 random variable that satisfies
Xv =
 1 if
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0
0 if
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) = 0
We define Yv as
Yv =
Xv − Pr(Xv = 1)
nPr(Xv = 1)
, 1 ≤ v ≤ DC(St).
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The following theorem proves that D̂C(St) is an unbiased estimator of DC(St) and
provides the variance of D̂C(St).
Theorem 3.3.5. E(D̂C(St)) = DC(St) and the variance of D̂C(St), V ar(D̂C(St)) =∑
s
(d)
tv ∈Dis(St)
1− ̂Pr(F (St,s(d)tv )>0)
Pr(
̂
F (St,s
(d)
tv )>0)
.
Proof. For all the s
(d)
tv ∈ Dis(St), ̂F (St, s(d)tv ) > 0 if and only if s(d)tv ∈ U(m) according to the
analysis in Section 3.3.1, thus D̂C(St) =
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈U(m)
1
Pr(
̂
F (St,s
(d)
tv )>0)
.
E(Xv) = Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0), and thus
E(D̂C(St)) = E(
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈U(m)
1
Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0)
) = E(
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈Dis(St)
Xv
Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0)
)
=
DC(St)∑
v=1
E(Xv)
Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0)
=
DC(St)∑
v=1
1 = DC(St)
Meanwhile
V ar(D̂C(St)) = V ar(
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈Dis(St)
Xv
Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0)
)
=
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈Dis(St)
V ar(Xv)
Pr2(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0)
=
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈Dis(St)
1− Pr( ̂F (St, s(d)tv ) > 0)
Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tv ) > 0)
.
The following two lemmas and the theorem give a way to determine the sampling size
m according to  and δ. The detailed proofs of Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.2 are as follows.
Lemma 3.3.1. Pr(|∑DC(St)v=1 Yv| ≥ DC(St)n ) ≤ 2e− 2DC(St)24V ar(D̂C(St)) .
Proof. Let nv be the number of appearance of s
(d)
tv in St. According to the definition of Yv,
E(Yv) =
E(Xv)− Pr(Xv = 1)
nPr(Xv = 1)
= 0
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and
− 1
n
≤ Yv ≤ 1− Pr(Xv = 1)
nPr(Xv = 1)
(3.6)
Since Pr(Xv = 1) = 1− (1− 1nv )m ≥ 1nv ≥ 1n , |Yv| ≤ 1 according to formula (3.6).
According to Chernoff bound [58], we have
Pr(|
DC(St)∑
v=1
Yv| ≥ DC(St)
n
) ≤ 2e
− DC(St)22
4n2V ar(
∑DC(St)
v=1 Yv) (3.7)
Meanwhile, we also have
V ar(
DC(St)∑
v=1
Yv) =
V ar(D̂C(St))
n2
(3.8)
According to Formulas (3.7) and (3.8), Pr(|∑DC(St)v=1 Yv| ≥ DC(St)n ) ≤ 2e− 2DC(St)24V ar(D̂C(St)) .
Lemma 3.3.2. − 2DC(St)2
4V ar(D̂C(St))
≤ ln(δ/2) if m ≥ ln(n2)−ln(n2+4nmaxln(2/δ))
ln(1−nmin/n) , where nmin and
nmax are the numbers of the appearances for the least appearing data and most appearing
data respectively.
Proof. Let nv be the number of appearance of s
(d)
tv in St. First, we have
(1− nv
n
)m
1− (1− nv
n
)m
≤ (1−
nmin
n
)m
1− (1− nmin
n
)m
≤ n
2
4nmaxln(2/δ)
(3.9)
since m ≥ ln(n2)−ln(n2+4nmaxln(2/δ))
ln(1−nmin/n) and nmin ≤ nv, where nv is the number of appearance of
s
(d)
tv in St. According to Theorem 3.3.5 and Formula (3.9), we have
V ar(D̂C(St)) =
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈Dis(St)
1− Pr( ̂F (St, s(d)tv ) > 0)
Pr(
̂
F (St, s
(d))
tv > 0)
=
DC(St)∑
v=1
(1− nv
n
)m
1− (1− nv
n
)m
≤
DC(St)∑
v=1
n2
4nmaxln(2/δ)
=
DC(St)n
2
4nmaxln(2/δ)
=
DC(St)
2n2
4ln(2/δ)DC(St)nmax
≤ DC(St)
2n2
4ln(2/δ)
∑DC(St)
v=1 nv
=
DC(St)
22
4ln(2/δ)
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that is, − 2DC(St)2
4V ar(D̂C(St))
≤ ln(δ/2).
Theorem 3.3.6. D̂C(St) is an (, δ)-estimator of DC(St) if the sample size m ≥
ln(n2)−ln(n2+4nmaxln(2/δ))
ln(1−nmin/n) , where nmin and nmax are the numbers of the appearances for the
least appearing data and most appearing data respectively.
Proof. According to the definition of Xv (1 ≤ v ≤ DC(St)) and Yv (1 ≤ v ≤ DC(St)), we
have
D̂C(St) =
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈U(m)
1
Pr(s
(d)
tv ∈ U(m))
=
DC(St)∑
v=1
Xv
Pr(Xv = 1)
=
DC(St)∑
v=1
(nYv + 1) = DC(St) + n
DC(St)∑
v=1
Yv.
Thus,
Pr(Error(DC(St), D̂C(St)) ≥ ) = Pr( n
DC(St)
|
DC(St)∑
v=1
Yv| ≥ ) = Pr(|
DC(St)∑
v=1
Yv| ≥ DC(St)
n
),
Based on the condition of the theorem, we have
m ≥ ln(n
2)− ln(n2 + 4nmaxln(2/δ))
ln(1− nmin/n)
Then we have Pr(Error(DC(St), D̂C(St)) ≥ ) ≤ 2eln(δ/2) = δ based on Lemma 3.3.1 and
Lemma 3.3.2. Thus, D̂C(St) is an (, δ)-estimator of DC(St).
3.3.4 (, δ)-Approximate Quantile
For any given r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1), the exact quantile, denoted by Q(St, r), satisfies that
Q(St, r) = argminsti{
|{stj|stj ≤ sti ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n}|
n
≥ r}
according to the definition given in Section 3.2.
Let fj = F (St, s
(d)
tj ) denote the frequency of s
(d)
tj for any s
(d)
tj ∈ Dis(St), thus Formula
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(3.10) can be reduced to
Q(St, r) = argmins(d)ti
{
∑
j
fj ≥ r ∧ s(d)tj ≤ s(d)ti }. (3.10)
Since fj is estimated by
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tj ) in Section 3.3.1, the estimator of quantile, denoted by
Q̂(St, r), can be easily constructed. For simplicity, we use f̂j to denote
̂
F (St, s
(d)
tj ). Therefore,
Q̂(St, r) = argmins(d)ti
{
∑
j
f̂j ≥ r ∧ s(d)tj ≤ s(d)ti }. (3.11)
Suppose that Q(St, r) and Q̂(St, r) are the k-th and k̂-th smallest values in Dis(St).
Since the actual relative error between Q(St, r) and Q̂(St, r) is hard to guarantee since it
depends on sensory data distribution, we use Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) to evaluate the relative
error between Q(St, r) and Q̂(St, r), where Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) =
|∑k−1i=1 fi−∑k̂−1i=1 fi|∑k−1
i=1 fi
. In
most cases, we have nmin
n
being less than the average of a group of estimated frequencies, and
we assume r > nmax
n
, then we have the following lemma. The detailed proof of the following
lemma is as follows.
Lemma 3.3.3. Error(
k−1∑
i=1
fi,
k̂−1∑
i=1
fi) ≤ |
∑k
i=1 f̂i −
∑k
i=1 fi|nmaxn+ nminnmax
nmin(nr − nmax) .
Proof. According to the above analysis,
Error(
k−1∑
i=1
fi,
k̂−1∑
i=1
fi) =
|∑k−1i=1 fi −∑k̂−1i=1 fi|∑k−1
i=1 fi
=
|∑k−1i=1 fi −∑k̂−1i=1 fi|∑k
i=1 fi − fk
.
Since Q(St, r) = argmins(d)ti
{∑j fj ≥ r ∧ s(d)tj ≤ s(d)ti } and Q(St, r) is the k-th smallest value
in Dis(St),
∑k
i=1 fi ≥ r. Moreover, fk ≤ nmaxn according to the conditions in the theorem.
Thus,
Error(
k−1∑
i=1
fi,
k̂−1∑
i=1
fi) ≤ |
∑k−1
i=1 fi −
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi|
r − nmax
n
.
If k̂ < k, |∑k−1i=1 fi −∑k̂−1i=1 fi| = |∑k−1i=k̂ fi| ≤ |∑k−1i=k̂ nmaxn | = (k − k̂)nmaxn . Similarly,
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|∑k−1i=1 fi −∑k̂−1i=1 fi| = |∑k̂−1i=k fi| ≤ |∑k̂−1i=k nmaxn | = (k̂ − k)nmaxn if k̂ ≥ k. Thus, |∑k−1i=1 fi −∑k̂−1
i=1 fi| ≤ |k̂ − k|nmaxn , so that
Error(
k−1∑
i=1
fi,
k̂−1∑
i=1
fi) ≤
|k̂ − k|nmax
n
r − nmax
n
=
|k̂ − k|nmax
nr − nmax .
If k̂ = k, we have Pr(Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) ≥ ) ≤ δ.
If k̂ > k, we have
∑k̂−1
i=1 f̂i < r,
∑k̂−1
i=k+1 f̂i < r −
∑k
i=1 f̂i,
k̂ − k <
∑k
i=1 fi−
∑k
i=1 f̂i∑k̂−1
i=k+1 f̂i/(k̂−k−1)
+ 1. And we suppose nmin
n
≤ ∑k̂−1i=k+1 f̂i/(k̂ − k − 1), thus
k̂ − k <
∑k
i=1 fi−
∑k
i=1 f̂i
nmin/n
+ 1. Then we have
Error(
k−1∑
i=1
fi,
k̂−1∑
i=1
fi) ≤ |
∑k
i=1 f̂i −
∑k
i=1 fi|nmaxn+ nminnmax
nmin(nr − nmax) .
Based on Lemma 3.3.3, we have the following theorem to determine the sample size.
Theorem 3.3.7. Pr(Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) ≥ ) ≤ δ if the sample size
m ≥ ( φδ/2nmaxn
2nmin(nr − nmax)− 2nminnmax )
2(
nr
nmin
+ 1)
, where φδ/2 is the
δ
2
fractile of the standard normal distribution, r is the input parameter,
and nmin and nmax are the numbers of the appearances for the least appearing data and most
appearing data respectively.
Proof. According to the property of normal distribution [59], we have
∑k
i=1 f̂i ∼ N(
∑k
i=1 fi,∑k
i=1 V ar(f̂i)), that is,
Pr(|
k∑
i=1
f̂i −
k∑
i=1
fi| ≥ φδ/2
√√√√ k∑
i=1
V ar(f̂i)) = δ. (3.12)
Since (k − 1)nmin
n
≤ ∑k−1i=1 fi < r, k < nrnmin + 1. Based on the condition of the theorem,
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m ≥ ( φδ/2nmaxn
2nmin(nr−nmax)−2nminnmax )
2( nr
nmin
+ 1), so that
m ≥ ( φδ/2nmaxn
2nmin(nr − nmax)− 2nminnmax )
2k.
Since 0 ≤ fi ≤ 1, fi(1 − fi) ≤ 14 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ DC(St). According to Formula (3.10), we
have
m ≥ ( φδ/2nmaxn
nmin(nr − nmax)− nminnmax )
2
k∑
i=1
fi(1− fi)
= m(
φδ/2nmaxn
nmin(nr − nmax)− nminnmax )
2
k∑
i=1
V ar(f̂i)
based on Theorem 3.3.2. Therefore, φδ/2
√∑k
i=1 V ar(f̂i) ≤ nmin(nr−nmax)−nminnmaxnmaxn .
Then according to Formula (3.12), we have Pr(|∑ki=1 f̂i−∑ki=1 fi| ≥ nmin(nr−nmax)−nminnmaxnmaxn ) ≤
δ, that is, Pr(
|∑ki=1 f̂i−∑ki=1 fi|nmaxn+nminnmax
nmin(nr−nmax) ≥ ) ≤ δ. Since Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) ≤
|∑ki=1 f̂i−∑ki=1 fi|nmaxn+nminnmax
nmin(nr−nmax) according to Lemma 3.3.3, we have Pr(Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) ≥
) ≤ δ.
If k̂ < k, similarly, we have k − k̂ < |
∑k̂
i=1 f̂i−
∑k̂
i=1 fi|
nmin/n
+ 1, Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) ≤
|∑k̂i=1 f̂i−∑k̂i=1 fi|nmaxn+nminnmax
nmin(nr−nmax) . We have
m ≥ ( φδ/2nmaxn
2nmin(nr − nmax)− 2nminnmax )
2k ≥ ( φδ/2nmaxn
2nmin(nr − nmax)− 2nminnmax )
2k̂
≥ m( φδ/2nmaxn
nmin(nr − nmax)− nminnmax )
2
k̂∑
i=1
V ar(f̂i).
Therefore, we have
φδ/2
√√√√ k̂∑
i=1
V ar(f̂i) ≤ nmin(nr − nmax)− nminnmax
nmaxn
Then we have Pr(Error(
∑k−1
i=1 fi,
∑k̂−1
i=1 fi) ≥ ) ≤ δ.
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3.4 (, δ)-Approximate Aggregation Algorithms
To compute (, δ)-approximate frequency, (, δ)-approximate quantile, (, δ)-approximate
distinct-count, and (, δ)-approximate rank, the following three steps are required.
1. A proper sample size m needs to be determined according to , δ and the given aggre-
gation operation.
2. A distributed uniform sampling algorithm is needed to sample the sensory data from
a network, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.1.
3. The (, δ)-approximate aggregation results are calculated using the sampled data, which
will be introduced in Sections 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.4 and 3.4.5, respectively.
3.4.1 The Uniform Sampling Algorithm
When the sample size m is determined, the naive sampling algorithm consists of two
steps. First, the sink generates m random numbers in the range of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} and
broadcasts in a network. Second, the sensor node whose id is one of the m numbers sends
its data to the sink.
However, as the simulation results shown in Fig.3.7, the above algorithm costs too
much energy since a large amount of raw data needs to be transmitted. Therefore, we divide
the whole network into k disjoint clusters C1, C2, . . . , Ck and adopt the uniform sampling
algorithm proposed by [54] to further reduce the communication cost during the sampling
process. For clarity, the uniform sampling algorithm is introduced as follows.
The uniform sampling algorithm is called the Uniform Sampling algorithm based on
Clusters (USC) which requires a network to be organized into clusters, and it has three
steps.
1. Each cluster randomly elects a node in it as the cluster-head. All the cluster-heads
are organized as a minimum hop-count spanning tree rooted at the sink using the
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method in [60]. Because the cluster-heads are randomly selected and they have lim-
ited transmission range, it cannot guarantee that the cluster-heads from two adjacent
clusters could communicate with one-hop communication. Therefore, more ordinary
sensor nodes are selected in the spanning tree by a greedy routing method to keep it
connected.
2. The sink determines the sample size of each cluster as follows. First, the sink generates
a random number Yi with Pr(Yi = l) =
nl
n
(1 ≤ i ≤ m), where nl is the number of the
nodes in cluster Cl. Second, the sample size of Cl, denoted by ml, is determined by
ml = |{Yi|Yi = l}| for each 1 ≤ l ≤ k, where k is the number of the clusters in a
network. Finally, the sink sends the sample size {ml | 1 ≤ l ≤ k} to the cluster heads
along the spanning tree.
3. When each cluster head receives the sample size, it samples the sensed data in its
own cluster by the aforementioned naive sampling algorithm. When a cluster head
receives the sampled data, the cluster head calculates the partial aggregation result
according to aggregation operation Agg. Finally, the obtained partial aggregation
result is transmitted and aggregated along the spanning tree towards the sink.
3.4.2 The (, δ)-Approximate Frequency Algorithm
For (, δ)-approximate frequency query, the problems need to be addressed are as follows.
1. How to calculate the partial frequency result inside each cluster.
2. How to aggregate the partial frequency results during transmission.
3. How to return the (, δ)-frequency result when the sink receives the partial frequency
results from the network.
There are three steps to solve the first problem. First, for each cluster head of the
clusters Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k), it uniformly generates random numbers k1, k2, . . . , kml when it
receives ml from the sink. Then, it broadcasts k1, k2, . . . , kml inside the cluster. Second,
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the member node whose id is one of {k1, k2, . . . , kml} sends its sensory value to the cluster-
head. The cluster-head can then receive the sample data U(ml) = {stk1 , stk2 , . . . , stkml} from
its own cluster. Third, the cluster-head calculates the partial frequency result Fre(U(ml))
according to sample data stk1, stk1, . . . , stkml .
For the second problem, there are three steps.
1. For each node j in the spanning tree, it sets Frej to ∅.
2. For each node j in the spanning tree, send Fre(U(mj)) to its parent node if j is a leaf
node. Otherwise, j receives the partial frequency results from its children and merges
them to have Frej.
3. If j is the sink, it returns Frej as the final result. If j is not the sink, it sends Frej to
its parent.
Finally, it is easy to solve the third problem when the sink receives the partial frequency
result Fre from the network. The whole algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
According to the analysis in Section 3.3.1, the sample size m = min(dφ
2
δ/2
2
( n
nmin
−1)e, n),
thus m = O(
φ2
δ/2
2
) = O( 1
2
ln(1
δ
)). In practice, |Fre| can be regarded as a constant. According
to [54], the communication cost and the energy cost of the (, δ)-frequency algorithm is
O(|Fre| 1
2
ln1
δ
) = O( 1
2
ln1
δ
).
3.4.3 (, δ)-Approximate Rank Algorithm
Since the rank of v is equal to the frequency of the sensory values being less than v, a rank
query is a special case of the frequency query. Therefore, the algorithm to calculate (, δ)-
approximate rank can be easily obtained by slightly modifying the (, δ)-frequency algorithm.
The detailed (, δ)-approximate rank algorithm is omitted due to space limitation.
The communication and computation complexities of the (, δ)-approximate rank al-
gorithm are the same as those of the (, δ)-approximate frequency algorithm, which are
O( 1
2
ln1
δ
).
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Algorithm 1: (, δ)-Approximate Frequency Algorithm
Input: , δ
Output: (, δ)-approximate frequency
1 m = min(dφ
2
δ/2
2
( n
nmin
− 1)e, n);
2 generate Yi following Pr(Yi = l) =
nl
n
, where nl is the number of the nodes in cluster
Cl (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ k);
3 ml = |{Yi | Yi = l}| (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ k), the sink sends ml to each cluster head
by multi-hop communication;
4 for each cluster head of the clusters Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
5 generates random numbers k1, k2, . . . , kml , then broadcast inside the cluster;
6 end
7 for each cluster member of the clusters Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
8 send sensory value to cluster head if id ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , kml};
9 end
10 for each cluster head of the clusters Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
11 receive sample data U(ml) and calculate partial frequency result Fre(U(ml));
12 end
13 for each node j in the spanning tree do
14 Frej = ∅;
15 send Fre(U(mj)) to parent if j is a leaf, otherwise get Frej by merging
children’s results;
16 return Frej if j is the sink, otherwise send Frej to parent;
17 end
3.4.4 (, δ)-Approximate Distinct-count Algorithm
Based on the analysis in Section 3.3, the mathematical estimator of distinct-count sat-
isfies
D̂C(St) =
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈U(m)
1
1− (1− F (St, s(d)tv ))m
. (3.13)
However, it is impossible to obtain the accurate frequency in Formula (3.13). In practice, the
approximate frequency computed in Section 3.4.2 can be used to calculate (, δ)-approximate
distinct-count as follows
D̂C(St)
′
=
∑
s
(d)
tv ∈U(m)
1
1− (1− ̂F (St, s(d)tv ))m
. (3.14)
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Obviously, the approximate frequency will introduce new error to the approximate distinct-
count result. Therefore, the sample size must be further enlarged to guarantee that the
returned distinct-count result is the (, δ)-estimator of the exact one.
Fortunately, the following theorem provides a method to determine the sample size m to
derive (, δ)-approximate distinct-count. To prove Theorem 3.4.1, the following two lemmas
needs to be guaranteed firstly. The detailed proofs of Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.2 are as
follows.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let p and p̂ be the frequency of an element in St, then Error(
1
1−(1−p)m ,
1
1−(1−pˆ)m ) ≤
(1−(1−)nmin/n)b
m
2 c
1− if Error(p, pˆ) ≤ .
Proof. If pˆ > p, we have pˆ = (1 + δ)p, 0 < δ ≤ 
Error(
1
1− (1− p)m ,
1
1− (1− pˆ)m ) =
(1− p)m − (1− pˆ)m
1− (1− pˆ)m ≤
(1− p)m − (1− pˆ)m
1− (1− p)m
=
((1− p)− (1− p̂))∑m−1i=0 (1− p)m−1−i(1− pˆ)i
p
∑m−1
i=0 (1− p)i
= δ
∑m−1
i=0 (1− p)m−1−i(1− pˆ)i∑m−1
i=0 (1− p)i
≤ δ
∑m−1
i=0 (1− p)m−1−i(1− p)i∑m−1
i=0 (1− p)i
= δ
m(1− p)m−1∑m−1
i=0 (1− p)i
According to the property of concave function, we have (1 − p)i + (1 − p)m−i−1 ≥
2(1− p)dm2 e−1, thus ∑m−1i=0 (1− p)i ≥ m(1− p)dm2 e−1, in other words
Error(
1
1− (1− p)m ,
1
1− (1− pˆ)m ) ≤ δ
m(1− p)m−1
m(1− p)dm2 e−1 ≤ (1−
nmin
n
)b
m
2
c
If pˆ ≤ p, we have pˆ = (1− δ)p, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 
Error(
1
1− (1− p)m ,
1
1− (1− pˆ)m ) =
(1− pˆ)m − (1− p)m
1− (1− pˆ)m
=
((1− pˆ)− (1− p))∑m−1i=0 (1− pˆ)m−1−i(1− p)i
pˆ
∑m−1
i=0 (1− pˆ)i
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≤ δ
1− δ ×
∑m−1
i=0 (1− pˆ)m−1−i(1− pˆ)i∑m−1
i=0 (1− pˆ)i
=
δ
1− δ ×
m(1− pˆ)m−1∑m−1
i=0 (1− pˆ)i
≤ δ
1− δ ×
m(1− pˆ)m−1
m(1− pˆ)dm2 e−1 =
δ
1− δ × (1− pˆ)
bm
2
c ≤ (1− (1− )nmin/n)
bm
2
c
1−  .
And it is easy to prove
(1− nmin
n
)b
m
2
c <
(1− (1− )nmin/n)bm2 c
1− 
Then this lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.4.2. If Error( 1
1−(1−F (s(d)tv ))m
, 1
1−(1−F̂ (s(d)tv ))m
) and the error of distinct count are both
at most
√
1 + − 1, the error of the final result is at most 
Proof. Let Error( 1
1−(1−F (s(d)tv ))m
, 1
1−(1−F̂ (s(d)tv ))m
) = ′, then we have
(1− ′)D̂C(St) ≤ D̂C(St)
′ ≤ (1 + ′)D̂C(St)
Let ′′ be the error of distinct count based on accurate frequency, we have
(1− ′′)DC(St) ≤ D̂C(St) ≤ (1 + ′′)DC(St)
(1− ′)(1− ′′)DC(St) ≤ D̂C(St)
′ ≤ (1 + ′)(1 + ′′)DC(St)
Let ′ = ′′, (1−′)(1−′′) = 1−, then ′ = ′′ = 1−√1− . Let ′ = ′′, (1+′)(1+′′) =
1 + , we have ′ = ′′ =
√
1 +  − 1. And it is easy to prove 1 − √1−  > √1 +  − 1, so
this lemma is proved.
Theorem 3.4.1. D̂C(St)
′
is the (, δ)-estimator of DC(St) if the sampling size m sat-
isfies m ≥ max(m1,m2). m1 = ln(n(
√
+1−1)2)−ln(n(√+1−1)2+4nmaxln(2/(1−
√
1−δ)))
ln(1−nmin/n) , m2 =
φ(1−√1−δ)/2
′2 (
n
nmin
− 1), where ′ is the solution of the equation ′(1−(1−′)nmin/n)b
m1
2 c
1−′ =
√
1 + −
1.2
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Algorithm 2: (, δ)-Approximate Distinct Count Algorithm
Input: , δ
Output: (, δ)-approximate distinct count
1 1 =
√
1 + − 1;
2 δ1 = 1−
√
1− δ;
3 m1 = d ln(n
2
1)−ln(n21+4nmaxln(2/δ1))
ln(1−nmin/n) e;
4 Solve the equation
2(1−(1−2)nminn )bm1/2c
1−2 = 1;
5 m2 = d
φ2
δ1/2
22
( n
nmin
− 1)e;
6 m = min(max(m1,m2), n);
7 get the approximate frequency Fre with sample size m;
8 sum = 0;
9 for i = 1 to |Fre| do
10 temp = 1 + (1− Fre.Count[i])m;
11 sum = sum+ 1/temp;
12 end
13 return sum;
Proof. According to Lemma 3.4.1 and the definitions of m1 and m2, we know that
Error( 1
1−(1−F (s(d)tv ))m
, 1
1−(1−F̂ (s(d)tv ))m
) and the error of distinct count based on accurate fre-
quency are both at most
√
1 + − 1. According to Lemma 3.4.2, the error of the final result
is at most .
Moreover, according to the definitions of m1 and m2, the probability of returning over-
error results for frequency and distinct count are both at most 1−√1− δ, so the probability
of returning an over-error final result is at most δ. It satisfies the definition of (, δ)-estimator.
Then we can calculate (, δ)-approximate distinct-count based on the approximate fre-
quency. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Since this algorithm is based on the approximate frequency algorithm, the commu-
nication cost and the energy cost of the (, δ)-approximate distinct-count algorithm is
O(m) = O( 1
22
ln 1
δ1
) = O( 1
22
ln1
δ
).
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Algorithm 3: (, δ)-Approximate Quantile Algorithm
Input: , δ, rank r
Output: (, δ)-approximate value
1 m1 = d( φδ/2nmaxn2nmin(nr−nmax)−2nminnmax )2( nrnmin + 1)e;
2 m2 = d( φδ/2nmaxn2nmin(n(1−r)−nmax)−2nminnmax )2(
n(1−r)
nmin
+ 1)e;
3 m = min(m1,m2, n);
4 get the approximate frequency Fre with sample size m;
5 sum = 0;
6 if m1 < m2 then
7 for i = 1 to |Fre| do
8 sum = sum+ Fre.Count[i];
9 if sum ≥ r then
10 return Fre.V alue[i];
11 end
12 end
13 else
14 for i = |Fre| to 1 do
15 sum = sum+ Fre.Count[i];
16 if sum ≥ 1− r then
17 return Fre.V alue[i];
18 end
19 end
20 end
3.4.5 (, δ)-Approximate Quantile Algorithm
Suppose that Dis(St) is in an ascending order. For any given r, a quantile query can
be processed by adding the frequency of each item in Dis(St) one by one until the sum
exceeds r. Similarly, if Dis(St) is in a descending order, we can return the quantile result by
adding the frequency of each item one by one until the sum is greater than 1− r. Thus, the
(, δ)-approximate quantile algorithm can also be obtained by revising the (, δ)-approximate
frequency algorithm. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Similarly, the communication cost and the energy cost of the (, δ)-approximate quantile
algorithm is O(m) = O(
φδ/2
2
) = O( 1
2
ln1
δ
).
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3.5 Simulation Results
To evaluate the proposed algorithms, we stimulated a network with 5000 nodes. The
nodes are randomly distributed in a rectangular region with size 300m× 300m. The sink is
placed in the center of the region. The region is divided into 10 × 10 grids and the nodes
in the same gird are grouped into the same cluster. The cluster head is randomly chosen
among all the nodes in the same grid. According to [4], for each node, the energy cost to
send and receive one byte are set to be 0.0144mJ and 0.0057mJ, respectively. The results in
[61] for the same type of sensor nodes indicate that the radio range of a sensor node could
be 50m or even longer. Therefore, the radio range of each sensor node is set to be 30
√
2m
so that every sensor node can communicate with its cluster head by one-hop message.
3.5.1 Evaluation of Sample Size and Relative Error
The first group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and the sample
size. Since we consider four aggregation operations in this chapter, the required sample sizes
for different operations are calculated respectively with different  and δ. The results are
presented in Fig.3.1(a), Fig.3.1(b), Fig.3.1(c) and Fig.3.1(d). All the four figures show that
the sample size increases with the decline of  and δ since more sample data are needed when
the specified precision is high. Meanwhile, all the sample sizes are very small compared with
the size of the network. For example, when  = δ = 0.2, the required sample size is about
550 for deriving (, δ)-approximate frequency while the size of the network is 5000, which
means that we only need to sample 11% sensory data from the network to guarantee that
the probability of the relative error of approximate frequency being less than 0.2 is greater
than 0.8. Therefore, our USC algorithm saves lots of energy since a little amount of sensory
data is sampled and transmitted in the network.
The second group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among the relative
error of the final result while  varies from 0.35 to 0.15 and δ varies from 0.05 to 0.2 for the
(, δ)-approximate frequency algorithm and (, δ)-approximate rank algorithm. Fig.3.2(a)
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Figure 3.1. The relationship among , δ and the sample size.
and Fig.3.2(b) show the results. We can see the approximate algorithms can achieve the
specified precision. The results also show that our algorithms can obtain an arbitrary preci-
sion.
The third group of simulations is to investigate the relationship between the relative
error of the final result and the sampling ratio while the sampling ratio varies from 0.05 to
0.4 for the (, δ)-approximate frequency algorithm and (, δ)-approximate rank algorithm.
The results are shown in Fig.3.3(a) and Fig.3.3(b). The results show that in most cases, the
error decreases with the increase of sample ratio since more sensory data are sampled.
The forth group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among the relative
error of the final result, the sampling ratio and the network size for the (, δ)-approximate
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Figure 3.2. The relationship among , δ and the relative error.
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Figure 3.3. The relationship between the sampling ratio and the relative error.
frequency algorithm and (, δ)-approximate rank algorithm. The sampling ratio varies from
0.1 to 0.5 and the network size varies from 2500 to 100000. The results are presented in
Fig.3.4(a) and Fig.3.4(b). The results show that for different network sizes, in most cases,
the error decreases with the increase of sampling ratio since more sensory data are sampled.
It is also easy to find that for the same sampling ratio, the error of the result decrease with
the increase of network size since for the same sampling ratio, the sample size increases with
the increase of network size. It indicates that our algorithms are suitable for large-scale
networks.
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Figure 3.5. The relationship between δ and the over-error ratio.
The fifth group of simulations is to investigate the relationship between the ratio of
results whose error is larger than  and δ for the (, δ)-approximate frequency algorithm and
(, δ)-approximate rank algorithm.  is set to 0.2 and δ varies from 0.05 to 0.2. The results
are shown in Fig.3.5(a) and Fig.3.5(b). We can see that although this ratio increases with
the increase of δ, it is lower than δ. That means these algorithms can return the approximate
results which satisfy the required precision requirement with a probability greater than 1− δ
as expected.
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Figure 3.6. The relationship among , δ and the energy cost.
3.5.2 Evaluation of Energy Cost
The first group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and the energy
cost. The energy costs for different operations are calculated respectively with different 
and δ. The results are shown in Fig.3.6(a), Fig.3.6(b), Fig.3.6(c) and Fig.3.6(d). All the four
figures show that the energy cost increases with the decline of  and δ since more sample
data are needed when the specified precision is high.
The second group of simulations is to compare the total payload size of the transmitted
packets between the naive sampling algorithm and the USC algorithm during the process of
broadcasting the sampling information. The results are shown in Fig.3.7. According to the
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results, the USC algorithm has much smaller total payload size since the payload of packets
transmitted in the USC algorithm only contains the sample size in each cluster rather than
the IDs of all the sampled nodes. Therefore, the total energy cost of the USC algorithm is
largely reduced comparing with the naive sampling algorithm.
The third group of simulations is to compare the energy cost between the USC algorithm,
the simple distributed algorithm and the centralized algorithm. We set  = δ = 0.2. The
results are shown in Fig.3.8, which indicate the USC algorithm has the least energy cost
among all the three aggregation algorithms. Furthermore, since data are aggregated during
transmission, the energy cost of the simple distributed algorithm is much smaller than that
of the centralized one.
The forth group of simulations investigates the relationship between the packet loss rate
and the energy cost. In this group of simulations, the packet loss rate of data transmission
between two sensor nodes changes from 0 to 0.9 and we set  = δ = 0.2. We use the stop-
and-wait protocol [62] to do retransmission to make sure the sink node could still receive
the sensory data. The results are shown in Fig.3.9. The results indicate that for both the
USC algorithm and the simple distributed algorithm, their energy cost increases with the
increase of packet loss rate due to additional packet retransmission. However, the energy cost
for the USC algorithm is still much smaller than that of the simple distributed algorithm,
which means the USC algorithm has high performance even when the pocket loss rate is
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Figure 3.9. The relationship between packet loss rate and the energy cost.
high, and the energy cost of the simple distributed algorithm is almost the same for the
four operations. The reason is that the simple distributed algorithm needs to collect all
the sensory data, while the USC algorithm only needs to transmit a sample in the network.
Thus, the number of data packets transmitted by the USC algorithm is quite smaller, so
that the retransmitting times of the USC algorithm is also much smaller compared with the
simple distributed algorithm when a packet is missing. Finally, the energy consumed by the
USC algorithm is much less than that of the simple distributed algorithm.
The fifth group of simulations is about the energy cost in small scale networks. The
results are presented in Fig.3.10. The values of both  and δ are set to 0.3 and the network
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size varies from 100 to 500. Based on the results, the energy costs of the USC algorithm is
still smaller than that of the simple distributed algorithm even in small-scale networks since
it only uses the sample data instead of the raw sensory data to process queries. Furthermore,
the energy cost of the USC algorithm increases slowly with the growth of network size, which
also verifies that our USC algorithm is suitable for large scale networks.
In the sixth group of simulations, another famous clustering method, LEACH [63], is
considered. The results are shown in Fig.3.11. We can see that the USC algorithm consumes
low energy to deal with the four aggregation operations when different clustering methods
are employed.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the (, δ)-approximate algorithms for the frequency, rank, distinct-count
and quantile aggregation operations in networks are proposed. Furthermore, the sample
size which can make the final result to satisfy the specified precision and failure probability
requirements is derived. In addition, a cluster-based uniform sampling algorithm is provided.
The simulation results show that the proposed algorithms have high performance on both
energy cost and accuracy.
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Chapter 4
BERNOULLI SAMPLING BASED APPROXIMATE HOLISTIC
AGGREGATION IN MOBILE SENSING
4.1 Introduction
With the development of wireless communication techniques and embody systems, the
Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) [64] are being rapidly developed and widely employed. As
an important CPS instance, Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) play an important role in
many areas such as industrial control and intelligent traffic systems. MANETs are continu-
ously self-configured and infrastructure-less networks consisting of mobile nodes. The mobile
nodes in a MANET are able to communicate using wireless links. This kind of networks can
be widely used in many applications such as pollution monitoring, animal surveillance, etc.
[65]. Many works such as [66], [67] [68] study the problem of routing, fuzzy intrusion detec-
tion and performance evaluation in MANETs.
Frequency query is a popular operation in MANETs aiming at acquiring the frequency
of some values in a sensory data set. For example, a frequency query can help with estimating
the numbers of the injured persons and survivors in a disaster [69].
For many MANET applications, the monitoring period is quite long and the size of the
network is very large, so that the amount of sensory data in a MANET could exceed the
affordable processing cost [70] [71] [72]. Although an exact frequency result can be calculated
by collecting all the sensory data and aggregating partial results during the transmission, it
results in a huge amount of energy consumption. Moreover, because most nodes in a MANET
are mobile and each node’s communication radius is limited, the isolated nodes cannot send
their data immediately. Then a severe delay may be incurred to wait for the isolated nodes
to get connected with some other nodes in the network. The above example indicates that
special techniques should be applied to deal with the big sensory data in MANETs [73].
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Currently, many MANET applications are in favor of approximate results for the pur-
pose of energy conservation and reduced delay [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79]. Although the
algorithms in the previous chapter and the works in [54] and [55] propose approximate da-
ta aggregation algorithms in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). However, they cannot be
employed in MANETs because these algorithms are for stationary networks.
In this part, a Bernoulli sampling based approximate algorithm to process frequency
queries in MANETs is proposed. This algorithm is able to return the query result which
satisfies the user-specified precision and failure probability. The simulation results show
that on the aspects of both energy efficiency and accuracy, the proposed algorithm has high
performance.
4.2 Problem Definition
4.2.1 Network Model
Suppose there is a MANET with n mobile nodes. The set of all the mobile nodes in a
MANET is denoted by S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}. All the mobile nodes are deployed in an l × l
square uniformly, randomly and independently. All the mobile nodes are moving under the
random waypoint model [80]. For each mobile node, the destination, speed and pause time
during the movement are chosen in [0, l)2, [vmin, vmax) and [pmin, pmax) uniformly, randomly
and independently. At time t, a frequency query is proposed by query node q located at
position ( l
2
, l
2
). All the mobile nodes including the query node have communication radius
r. For ∀u, v ∈ S ∪ {q}, let dis(u, v) be the Euclidean distance between u and v. Suppose u
and v can communicate if dis(u, v) ≤ r. Obviously, since all the nodes are moving and the
communication radius r is not large, that is, not all the nodes can communicate with the
query node in one or multiple hops. Then we use S ′ to denote the set of the nodes which
can communicate with the query node in one or multiple hops. We assume the topology of
a MANET changes between different queries while the network topology remains the same
during one particular query even if it needs multiple hops for data transmission. The reason
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is that, compared with the time for transmitting limited bytes of data using wireless links,
longer time is needed for the change of the the network topology.
4.2.2 Frequency Queries
Suppose a query is proposed at time t. For mobile node v, d(v, t) is the sensory data
collected by v at time t. For mobile node set V , D(V, t) is the sensory data set containing all
the data collected by all the nodes in V at time t. We assume all the possible values of the
sensory data set distribute uniformly for all the nodes. Spatial and temporal correlations of
sensory data are ignored. In this chapter, the ordinary frequency queries, i.e., single value
frequency queries and range frequency queries, are studied. An ordinary frequency query is
to get the frequency of each distinct value in a sensory data set. For a given data set D, the
exact ordinary frequency query result of D is denoted by
F (D, x) =
|{d ∈ D | d = x}|
|D|
where x is any distinct value in D.
In some applications, we only need the frequency of some particular value rather than
the frequency of all the distinct values in a data set. For example, we may only concern
about the frequency of injured persons in a disaster [69]. For a given data set D and a
particular value x′, the exact single value frequency is defined as
SF (D, x′) =
|{d ∈ D | d = x′}|
|D| .
Some sensory data vary continuously in many applications, such as temperature data,
humidity data and so on. For such sensory data, it is almost impossible and impractical
to evaluate the frequency of a specific value. Therefore, a range frequency becomes more
meaningful. For a given data set D and a user-specified range [Min, Max], the exact range
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frequency is defined as
RF (D,Min,Max) =
|{d ∈ D | d ∈ [Min,Max]}|
|D| .
If Min = −∞, RF (D,Min,Max) is the frequency of data being less than or equal to Max.
If Max = +∞, RF (D,Min,Max) is the frequency of data being greater than or equal to
Min.
In this chapter, we study how to obtain an (, δ)-approximate frequency query result
for an ordinary frequency query, a single value frequency and a range frequency query,
respectively. The problem of computing (, δ)-approximate frequency is then defined as
Input: A MANET with n nodes, the sensory data set Dt,  ( > 0) and δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1).
Output: (, δ)-approximate frequency result.
4.3 Preliminaries
In this section, detailed methodology regarding how to decide an optional sampling
probability is introduced. We use φδ/2 to denote the δ/2 fractile of the standard normal
distribution and inf(x) to denote the lower bound of value x.
4.3.1 Basics of Sampling Probability for Ordinary Frequency Queries
Let B(D, q) = {b1, b2, . . . , b|B(D,q)|} denote a Bernoulli sample of data set D =
{d1, d2, . . . , d|D|} with sample probability q. Count(D) = |D| is the exact size of D. Then
the estimator of Count(D) is ̂Count(D) = |B(D,q)|
q
[55]. Furthermore, we have the following
theorem proved in [55].
Theorem 4.3.1. ̂Count(D) is an unbiased estimator of Count(D). ̂Count(D) is an (, δ)-
estimator of Count(D) if sampling probability q satisfies q ≥ φ
2
δ/2
inf(|D|)2+φ2
δ/2
. 2
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Let I(a, b) be a variable such that
I(a, b) =
 1 if a=b0 otherwise
Let Equal(D, x) be the number of elements equal to value x in data set D, then we
have
Equal(D, x) = |{di ∈ D | di = x}| =
∑
di∈D
I(di, x).
The estimator of Equal(D, x) is defined as
̂Equal(D, x) =
1
q
∑
di∈B(D,q)
I(di, x).
The following theorem indicates that ̂Equal(D, x) is an unbiased estimator of Equal(D, x)
and provides the variance of ̂Equal(D, x).
Theorem 4.3.2. ̂Equal(D, x) is an unbiased estimator of Equal(D, x) and
V ar( ̂Equal(D, x)) ≤ 1−q
q
Equal(D, x). 2
Proof : For all 1 ≤ i ≤ |D|, let random variable Xi be
Xi =

1 if di ∈ B(D, q)
0 if di /∈ B(D, q)
We have E(Xi) = q and V ar(Xi) = q(1− q), then
E( ̂Equal(D, x)) =
E(
∑
di∈D I(di, x)Xi)
q
=
∑
di∈D I(di, x)E(Xi)
q
= Equal(D, x)
V ar( ̂Equal(S, x)) =
∑
di∈D I
2(di, x)V ar(Xi)
q2
≤ 1− q
q
Equal(S, x). 2
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Theorem 4.3.3. ̂Equal(D, x) is an (, δ)-estimator of Equal(D, x) if sampling probability
q satisfies q ≥ φ
2
δ/2
2inf(|D|)inf(F (D,x))+φ2
δ/2
. 2
Proof : According to the center limit theory [57], if sample size m ≥ 30, then
̂Equal(D, x) ∼ N(E[ ̂Equal(D, x)], V ar[ ̂Equal(D, x)])
where N(E, V ) denotes a normal distribution with expectation E and variance V . Since the
required sample size is far more than 30 for most cases due to the large scale of a MANET,
we can assume
̂Equal(D, x)− Equal(D, x)√
V ar[ ̂Equal(D, x)]
∼ N(0, 1).
Thus,
Pr(| ̂Equal(D, x)− Equal(D, x)| ≥ φδ/2
√
V ar[ ̂Equal(D, x)]) = δ.
Based on the condition, we have
φδ/2
√
V ar( ̂Equal(D, x)) ≤ Equal(D, x).
Therefore,
Pr(
| ̂Equal(D, x)− Equal(D, x)|
Equal(D, x)
≥ ) ≤ δ. 2
4.3.2 Sampling Probability for Ordinary Frequency Queries
The estimator of F (D, x) is defined as
F̂ (D, x) =
̂Equal(D, x)
̂Count(D)
where x is any distinct value in D. Using the similar strategy in [55], it is easy to have the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.3.1. If sampling probability q < 1, F̂ (D, x) is a biased estimator of F (D, x). If
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both ̂Equal(D, x) and ̂Count(D) are the ( 
2+
, δ
2
)-estimator of Equal(D, x) and Count(D),
then F̂ (D, x) is an (, δ)-estimator of F (D, x). 2
However, not all the nodes can communicate with the query node in one or multiple
hops. At time t, we can only do data aggregation on D(S ′, t). So we can only get the (, δ)-
approximate ordinary frequency result of D(S ′, t). Fortunately, the following corollaries offer
a solution to this problem.
Data set D(S ′, t) can be regarded as a sample of D(S, t) without replacement with
sampling ratio |D(S
′,t)|
|D(S,t)| =
|S′|
|S| . F (D(S
′, t), x) can be regarded as an estimator of F (D(S, t), x).
According to [81], it is easy to have the following corollary using the similar strategy in the
proof of Theorem 4.3.3.
Corollary 4.3.2. F (D(S ′, t), x) is an unbiased estimator of F (D(S, t), x). If we have
F (D(S ′, t), x) as an (, δ)-estimator of F (D(S, t), x), then  and δ satisfy that φ2δ/2(
1
inf(F (D(S,t),x))
−
1)( 1|S′| − 1|S|) ≤ 2. 2
Suppose we have ̂F (D(S ′, t), x) as an (1, δ1)-estimator of F (D(S ′, t), x) and F (D(S ′, t), x)
as an (2, δ2)-estimator of F (D(S, t), x), respectively. According to the definition of (, δ)-
estimator, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3.3. ̂F (D(S ′, t), x) is an (, δ)-estimator of F (D(S, t), x) if (1− δ1)(1− δ2) ≥
1− δ, (1 + 1)(1 + 2) ≤ 1 +  and (1− 1)(1− 2) ≥ 1− . 2
Finally, according to the above theorems and corollaries, we have the final method-
ology to calculate sampling probability q according to the specified  and δ which make
̂F (D(S ′, t), x) to be an (, δ)-estimator of F (D(S, t), x). The detailed steps are listed below.
First, find a possible pair of 1 and δ1 satisfying the following condition according
to the input  and δ: (1 − δ1)(1 − δ2) ≥ 1 − δ, (1 + 1)(1 + 2) ≤ 1 + , (1 − 1)(1 −
2) ≥ 1 − , φ2δ2/2( 1inf(F (D(S,t),x)) − 1)( 1|S′| − 1|S|) ≤ 22. Second, calculate q1 which makes
̂Count(D(S ′, t)) to be an ( 1
2+1
, δ1
2
)-estimator of Count(D(S ′, t)). Third, calculate q2 which
makes ̂Equal(D(S ′, t), x) to be an ( 1
2+1
, δ1
2
)-estimator of Equal(D(S ′, t), x). Finally, q =
max(q1, q2) is the final sampling probability.
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4.3.3 Sampling Probability for Single Value Frequency and Range Frequen-
cy Queries
For the single value and range frequency queries, the estimator of the results, denoted
by ̂SF (D, x′) and ̂RCount(D,Min,Max) respectively, can be calculated as
̂SF (D, x′) =
̂Equal(D, x′)
̂Count(D)
and
̂RF (D,Min,Max) =
̂RCount(D,Min,Max)
̂Count(D)
where x′ and [Min,Max] are the user-specified value and range, ̂RCount(D,Min,Max) =
1
q
|{di ∈ B(D, q) | di ∈ [Min,Max]}| is the estimator of RCount(D,Min,Max), and
RCount(D,Min,Max) = |{di ∈ D | di ∈ [Min,Max]}| is the exact number of elements
belonging to [Min,Max] in D.
The methods of determining the sampling probabilities for single value and range fre-
quency queries are almost the same as the one introduced in Section 4.3.2. The only dif-
ferences are the use of inf(SF (D(S, t), x′)) to replace inf(F (D(S, t), x)) for single value fre-
quency queries, and the use of inf(RF (D,Min,Max)) to replace inf(F (D(S, t), x)) for range
frequency queries when determining the sampling frequency, where inf(SF (D(S, t), x′)) and
inf(RF (D,Min,Max)) are the lower bound of SF (D(S, t), x′) and RF (D,Min,Max), re-
spectively.
In most cases, we have inf(SF (D(S, t), x′)) > inf(F (D(S, t), x)) and inf(RF (D,
Min,Max)) > inf(F (D(S, t), x)). It means that we can use the same sampling proba-
bility for ordinary, single value and range frequency queries if they appear together, and 
and δ are the same. Therefore, much energy can be saved.
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4.4 Network Connectivity
The calculation of sampling probability depends on |S| and |S ′|. In most cases, it is
reasonable to assume |S| is known since the number of mobile nodes is known before the
MANET is deployed [82], but it is almost impossible to know the value of |S ′|.
This problem can be solved by doing an exact COUNT query on S ′ before carrying
out an approximate frequency query. However, it consumes a huge amount of extra ener-
gy. Furthermore, the network topology possibly changes during the gap between the exact
COUNT query and the approximate frequency query.
Another solution is to use a formula to calculate |S ′| according to the related variables
n, r, vmin, vmax, pmin, pmax and t. However, we have to confine ourselves to simulation results
due to the intractability of analysis with the existing mathematical methods.
Moreover, it is still a hard problem to find the relationship between the exact value of
|S ′| and the related variables n, r, vmin, vmax, pmin, pmax and t by simulation. Therefore,
we only present the simulation results for the lower 0.05 fractile of |S ′| which is denoted by
f0.05(|S ′|). However, f0.05(|S ′|) is not the exact value of |S ′|. It is necessary to discuss the
result of replacing |S ′| with f0.05(|S ′|).
Obviously, if we have f0.05(|S ′|) < |S ′|, the sampling probability will be greater than the
necessary sampling probability. The final frequency query result still satisfies the specified 
and δ. But if we have f0.05(|S ′|) ≥ |S ′|, the final frequency query result may not necessarily
satisfy the specified  and δ. Fortunately, according to the definition of (, δ)-estimator, this
problem can be solved by changing the original δ to a new δ′ = 1− 1−δ
0.95
.
Due to space limitation, in this chapter, we only present the conclusions based on the
simulation results. The detailed simulation results can be downloaded at [83].
The first group of simulations is to find the relationship between f0.05(|S ′|) and the
factors of n, r, vmin, vmax, pmin, pmax, and t when f0.05(|S ′|) becomes stable. The results
indicate that if vmin, vmax, pmin, pmax or t is in a reasonable range and f0.05(|S ′|) ≥ 0.75n,
f0.05(|S ′|) tends to be stable. The results also show that if we have f0.05(|S ′|) ≥ 0.75n, the
value of f0.05(|S ′|) has almost nothing to do with vmin, vmax, pmin, pmax or t, but has much to
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do with n and r. Then the remaining work is just to find the relationship between f0.05(|S ′|)
and the factors of n and r. The impact of vmin, vmax, pmin, pmax or t can be ignored. For
these variables, we can simply use a random value as the input in the simulations.
The second group of simulations is to find the smallest r causing f0.05(|S ′|) ≥ 0.75n.
The results indicate that f0.05(|S ′|) > 0.75n if r > 6l5√n .
The third group of simulations is to find the smallest r causing f0.05(|S ′|) ≥ 0.99n. The
results indicate that f0.05(|S ′|) > 0.99n if r > 11l5√n .
The fourth group of simulations is to find the relationship between f0.05(|S ′|) and the
factors of n and r under the condition of 6l
5
√
n
< r ≤ 11l
5
√
n
. The results indicate that f0.05(|S ′|)
is closely mapped to 1
4
n
√
1− n(r − 11
5
√
n
)2 + 0.74n.
Finally, we have the following conclusions. First, f0.05(|S ′|) is not stable if r ≤ 6l5√n .
Second, f0.05(|S ′|) is closely mapped to 14n
√
1− n(r − 11
5
√
n
)2 + 0.74n if 6l
5
√
n
< r ≤ 11l
5
√
n
.
Third, f0.05(|S ′|) is greater than 0.99n if r > 11l5√n .
4.5 (, δ)-Approximate Frequency Query Algorithms
To calculate an approximate frequency, the following steps are required.
1. Determine a proper sampling probability q according to the specified  and δ.
2. Use a distributed Bernoulli sampling algorithm to sample sensory data.
3. Based on the sampled data, calculate the (, δ)-approximate frequency.
This section introduces the Bernoulli sampling algorithm and the algorithms for ordinary
frequency queries, single value frequency queries and range frequency queries. Due to space
limitation and high similarity, the algorithms for single value frequency queries and range
frequency queries are introduced together.
4.5.1 The Bernoulli Sampling Algorithm
Because all the nodes in a network are moving and the communication radius is limited,
the network topology is changing all the time. However, it is still possible to organize the
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whole network as a spanning tree using the similar method in [84]. Once a proper sampling
probability q is determined, we can design the Bernoulli sampling algorithm as follows. First,
the query node broadcasts sampling probability q to every node. Second, each node produces
a random number rand in range [0, 1]. Third, for each node, if rand ≤ q, it sends its data
to its parent node.
4.5.2 The (, δ)-Approximate Algorithm for Ordinary Frequency Queries
The basic idea of calculating an approximate frequency is as follows.
1. Each node in the spanning tree maintains Fre and Sub Count. Fre records the number
of the occurrences of each value, and Sub Count records the number of the sensory
data items.
2. The query node calculates the frequency according to the final Fre and Sub Count.
The methodology of aggregating the partial result during the transmission is as follows.
1. Set Frej to ∅ and Sub Countj to 0 for each node j in the spanning tree.
2. Each leaf node sends its data to its parent node with probability q.
3. Each non-leaf node receives and merges data from its children, and adds its own data
with probability q, then sends the result to its parent node.
The detailed algorithms are shown in Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5 respectively.
inf(F (D(S, t)) and inf(F (D(S ′, t)) are the lower bounds for F (D(S, t)) and F (D(S ′, t)),
respectively. f0.05(|S ′|) is the lower 0.05 fractile of |S ′|. c is the number of children for node
j in the spanning tree.
Using the similar strategy in [55], we have the communication cost and energy cost of
the proposed algorithm as O( |Fre|
21
ln 1
δ1
). In practice, |Fre| can be regarded as a constant.
Then the communication cost and energy cost of the proposed algorithm can be simplified
as O( 1
21
ln 1
δ1
).
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Algorithm 4: (, δ)-Approximate Frequency Algorithm
Input: , δ
Output: (, δ)-approximate frequency
1: Find 1 and δ1 satisfying (1− δ1)(1− δ2) ≥ 1−δ0.95 , (1 + 1)(1 + 2) ≤ 1 + ,
(1− 1)(1− 2) ≥ 1−  and φ2δ2/2( 1inf(F (D(S,t))) − 1)( 1f0.05(|S′|) − 1|S|) ≤ 22
2: 3 =
1
2+1
, δ3 =
δ1
2
3: q1 =
φ2
δ3/2
f0.05(|S′|)23+φ2δ3/2
4: q2 =
φ2
δ3/2
23f0.05(|S′|) inf(F (D(S′,t)))+φ2δ3/2
5: Sink node broadcasts q = max(q1, q2)
6: Call SubData1 for each node in the spanning tree
7: Query node maintains Fre and Sub Count, and divides each value in Fre by
Sub Count
8: return Fre
Algorithm 5: Submitting-Data Algorithm (SubData1)
Output: (Fre, Sub Count)
1: Frej = ∅, Sub Countj = 0 for all j in the spanning tree
2: for each leaf node j in the spanning tree do
3: if rand < q then
4: Frej[j.data] = 1, Sub Countj = 1
5: Send (Frej, Sub Countj) to its parent node
6: end if
7: end for
8: for each non-leaf node j in the spanning tree do
9: Receive {(Frejv, Sub Countjv) | 1 ≤ v ≤ c} from its children
10: Frej = ∪cv=1Frejv
11: Sub Countj =
∑c
v=1 Sub Countjv
12: if rand < q then
13: Frej[j.data] + +
14: Sub Countj + +
15: end if
16: if j is the query node then
17: return (Frej, Sub Countj)
18: end if
19: Send (Frej, Sub Countj) to its parent node
20: end for
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4.5.3 The (, δ)-Approximate Algorithms for Single Value Frequency Queries
and Range Frequency Queries
The basic algorithms for single value and range frequency queries are almost the same
as that for ordinary frequency queries except two major differences. The first difference is
that the algorithm does not need to use Fre to record the number of the occurrences of each
value. It only uses an integer Sum to record the number of the data items which satisfy the
condition. The second difference is that it is necessary to judge whether the sensory data
satisfies the condition rather than submit the sensory values directly. The detailed algorithms
are shown in Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7. For single value frequency queries, Q(D(S, t)
and Q(D(S ′, t)) denote SF (D(S, t), x′) and SF (D(S ′, t), x′). For range frequency queries,
Q(D(S, t) and Q(D(S ′, t)) denote RF (D(S, t),Min,Max) and RF (D(S ′, t),Min,Max).
Algorithm 6: (, δ)-Approximate Frequency Algorithm
Input: , δ, x′ for a single value frequency query, Min,Max for a range frequency query
Output: (, δ)-approximate frequency
1: Find 1 and δ1 satisfying (1− δ1)(1− δ2) ≥ 1−δ0.95 , (1 + 1)(1 + 2) ≤ 1 + ,
(1− 1)(1− 2) ≥ 1−  and φ2δ2/2( 1inf(Q(D(S,t))) − 1)( 1f0.05(|S′|) − 1|S|) ≤ 22
2: 3 =
1
2+1
, δ3 =
δ1
2
3: q1 =
φ2
δ3/2
f0.05(|S′|)23+φ2δ3/2
4: q2 =
φ2
δ3/2
23f0.05(|S′|) inf(Q(D(S′,t)))+φ2δ3/2
5: Sink node broadcasts q = max(q1, q2)
6: Call SubData2 for each node in the spanning tree
7: Query node maintains Sum and Sub Count
8: return Sum/Sub Count
Using the similar strategy in [55], we have the communication cost and energy cost of
the proposed algorithm as O( 1
21
ln 1
δ1
).
4.6 Experimental Results
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we employ a MANET with 5000 mobile nodes in
our simulations. These nodes are deployed in a 1000m × 1000m square uniformly, randomly
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Algorithm 7: Submitting-Data Algorithm (SubData2)
Output: (Sum, Sub Count)
1: Sumj = Sub Countj = 0 for all j in the spanning tree
2: for each leaf node j in the spanning tree do
3: if rand < q and sensory data satisfies the condition then
4: Send (1, 1) to its parent node
5: end if
6: end for
7: for each non-leaf node j in the spanning tree do
8: Receive {(Sumjv, Sub Countjv) | 1 ≤ v ≤ c} from its children
9: Sumj =
∑c
v=1 Sumjv
10: Sub Countj =
∑c
v=1 Sub Countjv
11: if rand < q and sensory data satisfies the condition then
12: Sumj + +
13: Sub Countj + +
14: end if
15: if j is the query node then
16: return (Sumj, Sub Countj)
17: end if
18: Send (Sumj, Sub Countj) to its parent node
19: end for
and independently. All the nodes are moving under the random waypoint model [80]. We
set vmin = 0, vmax = 500m/s, pmin = 0, pmax = 0.5s, and r = 20m. The sensory data set
is from the AADF (Estimated Annual average daily flows) Data Traffic Counts Metadata
[85]. For each mobile node, the energy consumption to send and receive one byte of data
is set to be 0.0144mJ and 0.0057mJ respectively according to [4]. The energy consumption
for computation is omitted since it is much smaller than that of communication [86]. The
simulation results for ordinary frequency queries, single value frequency queries and range
frequency queries are presented in the following three subsections.
4.6.1 Sampling Probability and Energy Cost of Ordinary Frequency Query
The first group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and the
sampling probability. The results are presented in Fig.4.1. The results show that the required
sampling probability increases with the decrease of  and δ. The sampling probability is
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Figure 4.2. The relationship among , δ
and energy cost.
relatively small. For example, when  = 0.3 and δ = 0.2, the sampling probability is about
0.5. This means only about half of the mobile nodes in a MANET need to transfer data to
get the required approximate result. Therefore, the proposed algorithm saves much energy
since not all the sensory data are transmitted.
The second group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and the
energy cost. The energy cost is calculated towards different values of  and δ. The results
are shown in Fig.4.2. It shows that the energy cost increases with the decrease of  and δ
since more data need to be sampled and transferred. For example, if  = δ = 0.2, the energy
consumption is 157mJ/Byte. The energy consumption is 173mJ/Byte if  = δ = 0.14.
The third group of simulations is to investigate the relationship between sampling prob-
ability q and energy cost. The energy cost is calculated towards different sampling prob-
abilities. The sampling probability goes from 0.04 to 0.4 at the step of 0.02. The results
are shown in Fig.4.3. It can be seen that the energy cost increases with the increase of q.
Furthermore, the increase of the energy cost is not proportional to the increase of q. The
reason is that there is extra energy consumption for broadcasting the sampling probability.
The results also show that the energy cost increases with the growth of network size when
the sampling probability q keeps the same.
The fourth group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among sampling proba-
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bility, network size and energy cost. The energy cost is calculated towards different sampling
probabilities and network sizes. The results are shown in Fig.4.4. For the same network size,
the energy cost increases with the increase of sampling probability. Similarly, the increase
of energy cost is not proportional to the increase of sampling probability. For the same
sampling probability, the energy cost increases with the increase of network size since more
data are sampled and transmitted.
The fifth group of simulations is to compare the energy consumption of our algorithm
with that of the naive algorithm. The naive algorithm is to collect all the sensory data in S ′
and aggregate the partial results during the transmission of the sensory data. The results
are shown in Fig.4.5. It can be seen that our algorithm has smaller energy consumption
since not all the mobile nodes in a network need to transfer their own sensory data. The
energy consumption increases with the decrease of  and δ. Furthermore, although the naive
method collects all the data in S ′, it only returns the accurate frequency results of D(S ′, t)
rather than D(S, t).
4.6.2 Relative Error of Ordinary Frequency Queries
The first group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and relative
error of the final result. The results are shown in Fig.4.6. We can see that our algorithm can
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achieve the specified precision. In most cases, the relative error increases with the increase
of  and δ since less sensory data are sampled in the network.
The second group of simulations is to investigate the relationship between sampling
probability and relative error of the final result. The results are shown in Fig.4.7. We
can see that in most cases, the relative error decreases with the increase of the sampling
probability since more sensory data are sampled. We can also observe that the precision is
still high even when the sampling probability is relatively low. The results also indicate the
relative error decreases when frequency lower bound becomes larger.
The third group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among network size,
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sampling probability and relative error of the final result. The results are shown in Fig.4.8.
Similar to the previous group of simulations, for the same network size, the relative error
decreases with the increase of sampling probability. For the same sampling probability, the
relative error decreases with the increase of network size since more data are sampled.
4.6.3 Simulation Results for Single Value Frequency Queries
The first group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and energy
cost. The energy cost was calculated while  varies from 0.14 to 0.36 and δ varies from 0.06
to 0.2. The results are shown in Fig.4.9. It shows that the energy cost increases with the
decrease of  and δ since more data need to be sampled and transmitted. Moreover, for
the same  and δ, the single value frequency queries have lower energy cost than ordinary
frequency queries since only the sensory data equal to x′ needed to be submitted.
The second group of simulations investigates the relationship between the network size
and the energy cost where  and δ were set to be 0.2. The results are shown in Fig.4.10.
It shows that the energy cost increases with the growth of network size. It is strange that
energy cost is even higher when frequency lower bound is greater which is because there will
be more sensory data equal to x′ even though lower sampling probability is needed. Other
simulation results about single value frequency queries are similar to ordinary ones. So that
these results are not presented in the chapter due to space limitation.
4.6.4 Simulation Results for Range Frequency Queries
The first group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and sampling
probability. The results are shown in Fig.4.11. It shows that the required sampling proba-
bility increases with the decrease of  and δ and the sampling probability is relatively small.
Moreover, for the same  and δ, the sampling probability is smaller than that of the ordinary
frequency queries. The reason is that we have inf(RF (D,Min,Max)) > inf(F (D(S, t), x))
for range frequency queries in most cases.
The second group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among , δ and energy
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cost. The results are shown in Fig.4.12. It shows that the energy cost increases with the
decrease of  and δ since more data need to be sampled and transferred. Furthermore, for
the same  and δ, the energy cost is smaller than that of the ordinary frequency queries. The
first reason is that we have smaller sampling probability required for range frequency with
the same  and δ. The second reason is that we need to judge if the sensory data are in the
user-specified range. The sensory data out of the range will not be transmitted.
The third group of simulations is to investigate the relationship between sampling prob-
ability and relative error of the final result. The results are shown in Fig.4.13. We can see
that in most cases, the relative error decreases with the increase of sampling probability since
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more sensory data are sampled. Moreover, for the same sampling probability, the relative
error is lower than that of the ordinary frequency queries. The results also indicate the
relative error decreases for greater frequency lower bound.
The fourth group of simulations is to investigate the relationship among network size,
sampling probability and relative error of the final result. The results are shown in Fig.4.14.
Similar to the previous group of simulations, the relative error decreases with the increase of
sampling probability for a same network size. The relative error decreases with the increase of
network size for a same sampling probability. Furthermore, for a same sampling probability
and network size, the relative error is lower than that of ordinary frequency queries.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, an (, δ)-approximate algorithm to process a frequency query is pro-
posed. This algorithm is based on Bernoulli sampling, so only some nodes in a network need
to transfer sensory data. Furthermore, the methodology to calculate the sampling probability
which can make the final query result to satisfy the specified precision and failure probability
is derived. The simulation results for MANET connectivity are presented. These simulation
results can be used in the calculation of sampling probability. Finally, a Bernoulli sampling
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algorithm is provided and analyzed. The simulation results show that on the aspects of both
energy efficiency and accuracy, the proposed algorithm has high performance.
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Chapter 5
DATA COLLECTION IN GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION CONFLICTING
MOBILE SENSING
5.1 Introduction
Nowadays, smartphones have become ubiquitous and are playing a critical role in key
aspects of people’s daily life such as communication, entertainment and social activities [87]
[88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94]. Most smartphones are equipped with multiple embedded
sensors such as GPS (Global Positioning System), accelerometer, camera, etc [95], and have
diverse sensing capacity. Moreover, the emergence of wearable devices also enhances the
sensing capabilities of smartphones since most wearable devices can exchange sensory data
with smartphones via network interfaces. Therefore, mobile sensing have led to numerous
innovative applications in various fields including environmental monitoring, transportation,
healthcare, safety and so on [1] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100].
Mobile crowdsensing which makes use of the sensing capabilities of smartphone has been
gaining increasing popularity in recent years. Multiple works such as [101] and [102] have
studied the problem of incentive mechanism design in mobile crowdsensing platforms. Unlike
traditional applications proposed in the previous chapters, mobile crowdsensing platforms
are not based on voluntary participation. Mobile crowdsensing task participants get paid for
their contribution in return for their own resource consumption including battery, computing
power and data transition fee when participating in a sensing task. For instance in multiple
general-purpose mobile crowdsensing platforms such as Medusa [103], the following process
is used to gather sensory data.
1. The mobile sensing platform broadcasts the description of a mobile sensing task to
smartphone users.
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2. The smartphone users who are willing to participate in the mobile sensing task transmit
feedback to the mobile crowdsensing platform. A feedback can be a detailed sensing
plan or a bid which is the expected price at which the user wants to sell the sensory
data.
3. The mobile sensing platform selects some smartphone users as winners for participating
in the mobile sensing task and make payments to them.
4. The winners transmit their senory data to the mobile sensing platform.
In real-life applications, during the above process, the mobile crowdsensing platforms
aim to maximize the quality of gathered sensory data, since significant economic costs are
paid to the mobile crowdsensing winners for their sensory data. However, users close to each
other geographically will provide similar sensory data due to the spatial correlation [25], [26]
of the sensing targets. The crowdsensing platform may get enormous amount of similar, or
even duplicated sensory data if it simply gathers all the sensory data from the crowdsensing
participants. Such situation not only leads to unnecessary data collection but also significant
economic waste. Therefore, it is a critical problem to design incentive mechanisms which can
avoid the above situation. Unfortunately, this problem has not been taken into consideration
by existing works.
Our chapter focuses on incentive mechanisms in the geographical position conflicting
mobile crowdsensing platforms, in which two users are defined as conflicting users if the geo-
graphical distance between them is within a predefined threshold. The mobile crowdsensing
platform will not make payments to conflicting users simultaneously. In the design and im-
plementation of such mobile crowdsensing platform naturally arise two problems. First, how
to select the winner set for a mobile crowdsensing task to maximize the mobile crowdsensing
platform’s profit while avoiding simultaneous participation of conflicting users? Second, how
to calculate appropriate payments to the winners satisfying beneficial properties including
truthfulness, individual rationality and profitability? This chapter proposes algorithms to
solve the above two problems with different computation efficiency. In summary, the main
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contributions of this chapter are as follows.
1. A geographical position conflict based winner selection problem is proposed and for-
mulated as an integer linear programming problem.
2. Two algorithms are proposed to select winners and calculate their payments. The first
algorithm is an A* algorithm based on a polynomial-time approximation scheme, and
it maximizes the total social welfare. The second algorithm achieves sub-optimal total
social welfare and has polynomial time complexity.
3. Solid theoretical proofs are listed which indicate the proposed algorithms have benefi-
cial properties such as truthfulness, individual rationality and profitability.
4. Actual datasets based extensive experimental results are presented, which demonstrate
the proposed algorithms have high performance and confirm the beneficial properties
of these algorithms.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 present the problem defini-
tion. The optimal and non-optimal winner selection algorithms are introduced in Section 5.3
and Section 5.4, respectively. Section 5.5 provides the experimental results. Finally, Section
5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Problem Definition
5.2.1 Mobile Crowdsensing Platform
Suppose there are n users in a region [0, 1)2 and U = {u1, u2, . . . , un} is used to denote
the set of users. Each user is carrying a smart phone equipped with positioning device
to acquire user’s position. Here u.x and u.y are used to denote the x-coordinate and y-
coordinate for user u. We denote the circular region around position (x, y) with radius r by
R(x, y, r) which is defined as
R(x, y, r) = {(x′, y′) ∈ [0, 1)2|(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 ≤ r2}.
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Suppose a snapshot sensing task T is proposed by the mobile crowdsensing platform
which invite users to submit sensory data in a sensory data gathering region R(T.x, T.y, T.r).
T.x and T.y are the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the center of R(T.x, T.y, T.r) and T.r
is the radius of R(T.x, T.y, T.r). We use
UT = {u ∈ U |(u.x, u.y) ∈ R(T.x, T.y, T.r)}
to denote all the users in the sensory data gathering region R(T.x, T.y, T.r). Once the
crowdsensing platform broadcasts the crowdsensing task T , all the users in U will receive
the crowdsensing task T . However, only users within UT will participate in the sensing task
T due to the time-sensitiveness of the snapshot sensing task and the massive moving cost
for users in U/UT to enter the data gathering region [17]. The mobile crowdsensing platform
will collect sensory data using the following process.
1. The crowdsensing platform broadcasts the crowdsensing task T .
2. Each user u ∈ UT submits his/her position (u.x, u.y) and bid u.b to the mobile crowd-
sensing platform. The bid u.b is the expected price user u wants to sell the sensory
data for.
3. The mobile crowdsensing platform decides the winner set W , calculates the payment
to each winner w ∈ W , then sends the payments to the winners.
4. All the winners submit their sensory data to the mobile crowdsensing platform.
The above process is illustrated in Fig.5.1.
Let P denote the profit of the crowdsensing platform generated from a single user’s
sensory data. Then the total social welfare of the mobile crowdsensing platform is
P |W | −
∑
w∈W
w.b
where |W | is the size of set W .
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Figure 5.1. Mobile crowdsensing platform
5.2.2 Optimal Winner Selection Problem
According to the basic setting of the mobile crowdsensing platform introduced in Section
5.2.1, the mobile crowdsensing platform should simply select the all the users whose bids
are lower than P as the winners to maximize the total social welfare. However, in many
applications, the sensory data exhibits strong spatial correlation [25], [26], which means users
who are very close to each other will submit similar or even duplicate sensory data. To save
economic cost of the mobile crowdsensing platform, it is not necessary to make payments to
users simultaneous if their positions are too close in the physical world. Therefore, we have
the following definition of conflicting users.
Definition 5.2.1 (conflicting users). User u and user v are conflicting users if and only if
dis(u, v) ≤ T.d where is the Euclidean distance between user u and user v and T.d is a
predefined minimum graphical distance for the winners in crowdsensing task T .
Definition 5.2.2 (conflict-free winner set). A winner set W is conflict-free if and only if
@u, v ∈ W where u and v are conflicting users.
During the process of deciding the winners, the mobile crowdsensing platform should
not declare both user u and user v as winners if they are conflicting users. Based on this
winner determination setting, we address the problem of optimal winner selection as follows.
Input: user set U where each user u ∈ U has attributes u.x, u.y and u.b.
Output: 1) Conflict free winner set W which maximizes P |W | −∑w∈W w.b. 2) The
payment for each winner.
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T.r
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u2.b=4
u3.b=2
u4.b=2
u5.b=1
u6.b=3
Figure 5.2. Example of the winner selection problem
Fig.5.2 shows an example of our problem. Suppose we have user set U = {u1, u2, u3, u4,
u5, u6}. The circle is used to denote the sensory data gathering region. Suppose u4 conflicts
with u2, u3, u5, u6 and u5 conflicts with u6. According to the sensory data gathering region,
we have UT = {u2, u3, u4, u5, u6}, and u1 cannot be a winner because u1 /∈ UT . Moreover,
u2 and u4, u3 and u4 cannot be the winners simultaneously since u2 and u4, u3 and u4 are
conflicting users. Similarly, at most one user among u4, u5 and u6 can be a winner. If we
have P = 3, u1.b = 1, u2.b = 4, u3.b = 2, u4.b = 2, u5.b = 1, u6.b = 3, then the optimal
winner set is {u3, u5} with social welfare as 3.
Our objective is to design incentive mechanisms to select the winners and calculate
winners’ payments which satisfy the following properties:
1. Computational efficiency: In practice, the number of crowdsensing participants may be
quite large [2], [3]. For a mobile crowdsensing platform to carry out winner selection and
payment determination in a short percoid of time, the incentive mechanism needs to
be computationally efficient. A mechanism is computationally efficient if the outcome
can be computed in polynomial time.
2. Truthfulness: During the whole process of crowdsensing, it is likely that multiple users
submit bids which are different from their true valuations to improve their utility,
which may greatly affect the fairness of the crowdsensing. Therefore, the incentive
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mechanism needs to be truthful. A mechanism is truthful if no bidder can improve
its utility by submitting a bid different from its true valuation, no matter what others
submit.
3. Individual rationality: During the whole process of crowdsensing, the participants
incur additional costs for battery, computing power, data transition fee, etc. In order to
encourage user participation, the incentive mechanism needs to be individually rational
which means each participant should have a non-negative utility.
4. Profitability: The crowdsensing platform should not incur a deficit. In other words,
the value brought by the winners should be no less than the total payment paid to the
winners.
5.2.3 Problem Formulation
We use boolean variable xi to denote if user ui is the winner or not.
xi =

1 if ui ∈ W
0 if ui /∈ W
Then the optimal winner selection problem can be formalized as the following integer pro-
gramming problem.
max P
n∑
i=1
xi −
n∑
i=1
xibi
s.t. xi ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ |U |
xi + xj ≤ 1 if dis(ui, uj) ≤ T.d for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |U |.
In order to increase the readability, we summarized frequently used symbols in Table
5.1.
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Symbol Description
u.x x-coordinate of user u’s position
u.y y-coordinate of user u’s position
u.b bid of user u
u.w weight of user u defined as u.w = P − u.b
u.p payment of user u, u.p = 0 if u is not a winner
T.x x-coordinate of sensory data gathering region center
T.y y-coordinate of sensory data gathering region center
T.r radius of sensory data gathering region
T.d minimum distance between any two winners
dis(u, v) Euclidean distance between user u and user v
R(x, y, r) {(x′, y′) ∈ [0, 1)2|(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 ≤ r2}
U the set of users
UT the set of users in the data gathering region of task T
W the set of winners
P the profit brought to the platform by one user’s data
Table 5.1. Symbols
5.3 Optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
5.3.1 Problem Representation
According to the problem definition in Section 5.2, the conflict relationships among
users can be represented by a unit disk graph G = (UT , E) [104]. For any u, v ∈ UT , we
have (u, v) ∈ E if dis(u, v) ≤ T.d. We also assign a weight ui.w = P − ui.b for each user
ui ∈ UT . Then the optimal winner selection problem can be represented as a maximum
weighted independent set problem on a unit disk graph G = (UT , E) [105]. For example,
the winner selection problem shown in Fig.5.2 can be presented as a maximum weighted
independent set problem of the graph shown in Fig.5.3, where each number near a node
represents the weight of that node.
Obviously, there is a brute-force algorithm for the optimal winner selection problem,
and the process is as follows.
1. Enumerate all the subsets of UT .
2. Remove the subsets with conflicts, i.e. the subset with user u, user v and (u, v) ∈ E.
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Figure 5.3. Example of maximum weighted independent set problem
3. Find the subset which maximizes the social welfare.
Moreover, we can also directly solve the integer programming problem shown in Section
5.2.3. However, all these algorithms have huge computation cost since they need to examine
all the possible winner combinations. Therefore, we propose the following A* algorithm to
select winners with maximal social welfare efficiently.
5.3.2 A* Algorithm for Optimal Winner Selection
Our A* algorithm is based on a robust Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS)
proposed in [106]. The ratio bound and computation complexity of the PTAS in [106] are
1 +  and O(n1/
2 log 1/), where  is a real number which can be arbitrarily small. According
to the definition of ratio bound [107], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.1. For any graph G = (V,E), suppose Vopt is the maximum weighted inde-
pendent set of G and Vapp is the solution of the PTAS on graph G, then we have
1.
∑
v∈Vapp v.w is the lower bound of
∑
v∈Vopt v.w
2. (1 + )
∑
v∈Vapp v.w is the upper bound of
∑
v∈Vopt v.w
where v.w is the weight of node v.
According to the above theorem, the PTAS in [106] plays the following roles in our
optimal winner selection algorithm:
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1. The PTAS is used to calculate the lower bound of maximum independent set’s total
weight at the beginning of our algorithm. Then our algorithm can make use of the
lower bound for pruning.
2. The PTAS is used to calculate the upper bound of the total weight for an induced
subgraph’s maximum independent set, and this establishes the essential process for
the heuristic function of the A* algorithm.
Since the ratio bound of the PTAS is 1 +  where  is a real number which can be
arbitrarily small, using the PTAS can make accurate estimations for both the lower bound
and the upper bound of maximum independent set’s total weight. Therefore, the time
complexity of the A* algorithm can be further reduced. The above conclusion has been
verified by the experiment result shown in Fig. 5.10.
Our algorithm uses a 0-1 bit string to denote a conflict-free winner set. For any given
0-1 bit string str and node set U where all the nodes are sorted in ascending order of their
IDs, str[i] = 1 if U [i] is the winner. For the example shown in Fig.5.3, 0-1 bit string “01010”
is used to denote the optimal winner set {u3, u5} (note that u1 is ignored in the 0-1 bit
string). Then the main job of our algorithm is to find a 0-1 bit string to denote the optimal
winner set.
In our algorithm, Q is used to denote the priority queue in the A* algorithm which
contains multiple 0-1 bit strings. All the elements in Q are sorted according to the heuristic
function introduced in Algorithm 9. Q.top is used to denote the element in Q with the
highest priority. U ′T is used to denote the node set which contains all the nodes in UT with
positive weights. Moreover, for any node set V ⊆ U ′T , ISG(V ) = G(V, {(u, v)|u ∈ V ∧ v ∈
V ∧ dis(u, v) ≤ T.d}) is used to denote the induced subgraph of node set V . Finally, we
have our A* algorithm to compute the optimal winner selection with basic idea as follows.
1. Calculate the lower bound of maximum independent set’s total weight. Then push an
empty 0-1 bit string into the priority queue Q.
2. While Q is not empty and |Q.top| < |U ′T |, pop Q.top as q, then examine q+“0” and
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q+“1”. For each of them, compute its score using the heuristic function, if the score is
no less than the lower bound computed in step 1 and the examined string is conflict-
free, push the examined string into Q.
3. Compute the final winner set according to Q.top when the above step is finished.
The detailed process is shown in Algorithm 8 where LB denotes the lower bound of
maximum independent set’s total weight. HF in Algorithm 8 denotes the heuristic function
of the A* algorithm whose input is a 0-1 bit string str. Here str stands for a set of possible
winner sets.
According to the definition of A* algorithm, the HF function needs to calculate upper
bound of maximum independent set’s total weight. A straightforward approach to solve this
problem is to calculate the sum of all the nodes’ weights without considering the conflict
between them. But the above method leads to inaccurate estimation of the upper bound.
Therefore, in our algorithm, we use a PTAS-based heuristic function whose basic procedure
is as follows.
1. Calculate the total weight for the users who have already been chosen as the winner.
2. For the undecided users, the heuristic function uses the PTAS to calculate the upper
bound of total weight for the maximum weighted independent set.
The detailed process of the heuristic function is shown in Algorithm 9. In our A* algorithm,
the HF function is used in the following two scenarios. First, it is used to calculate the
priorities of the elements in the priority queue Q in order to sort those elements. Second,
the HF function is used for pruning of the A* algorithm.
Fig.5.4 shows the execution process of Algorithm 8 which is used to solve the max-
imum weighted independent set problem in Fig. 5.3 where  = 0.1. Initially, we have
U ′T = {u3, u4, u5}, LB = 3. Node 1 is the root node of the search tree. Algorithm 1 will
extend node 1 and get node 2, node 3. Node 2 will not be further extended since the value
of heuristic function is less than LB. By extending node 3, we get node 4 and node 5. Then
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Figure 5.4. Searching tree
node 5 will not be further extended due to conflict. By extending node 3, we have node 6
and node 7. Finally, we get the optimal solution {u3, u5} at node 7.
For the optimal winner selection algorithm, we can see that in the 14th step, it checks
if the winner set represented by q1 is conflict free. This step ensures that the final winner
set does not contain conflict users.
5.3.3 Payment Determination
Once the optimal winners are selected, we will use the VCG (VickreyCClarkeCGroves)
auction to calculate the payment for each winner [108]. The detailed process is shown in
Algorithm 10.
According to the process of Algorithm 8, we can easily find that the winner set W
calculated by Algorithm 8 is conflict free and it maximizes the total social welfare. Moreover,
according to [108], we can conclude that the payment strategy is truthful, individual rational
and profitable.
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Algorithm 8: Optimal Winner Selection Algorithm Opt(UT )
Input: User set UT
Output: Winner set W
1: U ′T = {u ∈ UT |u.w > 0}
2: Vapp =PTAS(ISG(U
′
T ))
3: LB =
∑
v∈Vapp v.w
4: Q.push(“”)
5: while Q 6= ∅ do
6: if |Q.top| = |U ′T | then
7: break
8: end if
9: q = Q.top, Q.pop()
10: q0 = q+“0”, q1 = q+“1”
11: if HF(q0, U
′
T ) ≥ LB then
12: Q.push(q0)
13: end if
14: if q1 is conflict-free and HF(q1, U
′
T ) ≥ LB then
15: Q.push(q1)
16: end if
17: end while
18: W = ∅
19: for i=1 to |U ′T | do
20: if Q.top[i]=1 then
21: W = W ∪ {U ′T [i]}
22: end if
23: end for
24: return W
Algorithm 9: Heuristic Function HF
Input: 0-1 bit string str and user set U ′T
Output: Upper bound of maximum independent set’s total weight if str is further
extended
1: V1 = {U ′T [i]|1 ≤ i ≤ |str| ∧ str[i] = 1}
2: V2 = {U ′T [i]||str|+ 1 ≤ i ≤ |U ′T | ∧ dis(U ′T [i], v) > T.d for any v ∈ V1}
3: ub1 =
∑
v∈V2 v.w
4: V3=PTAS(ISG(V2))
5: ub2 = (1 + )
∑
v∈V3 v.w
6: return min(ub1, ub2) +
∑
v∈V1 v.w
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Algorithm 10: Payment Determination Algorithm
Input: Winner set W and U ′T
Output: Payment for each winner u ∈ W
1: maxw =
∑
u∈W u.w
2: for u ∈ W do
3: W ’=Opt(U ′T − {u})
4: maxw′ =
∑
v∈W ′ v.w
5: u.p = maxw −maxw′
6: end for
7: return W
5.4 Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
5.4.1 Algorithm Design
First, we introduce the following theorem proposed in [104].
Theorem 5.4.1. The maximum weighted independent set problem in unit disk graphs is
NP-hard.
Since the A* algorithm proposed in the previous section can maximize the total social
welfare, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4.1. The optimal winner selection algorithm has exponential time complexity.
The above corollary indicates that the optimal winner selection algorithm still has high
computational complexity although it uses PTAS in [106] to further reduce the computation
cost. However, the number of users can be quite large for multiple representative samples
of crowdsensing applications [2], [3]. Therefore, it is critical to propose a computationally
efficient winner selection algorithm even if the algorithm may not maximize the total social
welfare.
A straightforward approach to solve the above mentioned problem is to use the PTAS
in [106] to calculate an approximate solution for the optimal winner selection problem, and
then use VCG auction to calculate the payment. However, [109] indicates VCG auction
loses its truthful property when applied along with an approximation algorithm to compute
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resource allocation. Therefore, we propose another truthful winner selection methodology
based on a theorem in [110], which is listed as follows.
Theorem 5.4.2. An auction mechanism is truthful if and only if:
1. The selection rule is monotone: if user i wins the auction by bidding bi, it also wins
by bidding b′i ≤ bi.
2. Each winner is paid the critical value: user i would not win the auction if it bids higher
than this value.
Based on the above theorem, we propose an algorithm to calculate the winner set W
and the payment for each winner according to user set U and mobile crowdsensing task T .
The basic idea of our proposed algorithm is explained as below.
Obviously, it is not necessary to consider the users whose bid is greater or equal to P .
Therefore, first the crowdsensing platform calculates user set U ′T which contains all the users
in the sensory data gathering region whose bid is less than P according to U and T . Second,
the crowdsensing platform set W = ∅. Then the crowdsensing platform sorts all the users in
U ′T in ascending order of their priorities. The priority is defined as follows.
1. If two users have different bids, the user with a lower bid has a higher priority.
2. If two users have the same bid, the user with a lower ID has a higher priority.
Finally, the crowdsensing platform checks each user u ∈ U ′T using the following strategy
where U ′T [i] is used to denote the user with the i-th lowest bid in U
′
T .
1. Add U ′T [i] into winner set W if no user in W conflicts with U
′
T [i].
2. Set U ′T [i]’s payment U
′
T [i].p to min{u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} if
{u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} 6= ∅. Otherwise, set U ′T [i] to P .
3. Update the users in U ′T by removing all the users who conflict with U
′
T [i] and bid
greater than U ′T [i]’s bid.
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Algorithm 11: Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
Input: User set UT and mobile crowdsensing task T
Output: Winner set W and payment to each winner
1: U ′T = {u ∈ UT |u.b < P}
2: Sort the users in U ′T in ascending order of their priorities.
3: W = ∅
4: for i=1 to |U ′T | do
5: for j=1 to |W | do
6: if dis(U ′T [i],W [j]) < T.d then
7: break
8: end if
9: end for
10: if j > |W | then
11: if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > U ′T [i].b ∧ dis(u, U ′T [i]) < T.d} 6= ∅ then
12: U ′T [i].p = min{u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > U ′T [i].b ∧ dis(u, U ′T [i]) < T.d}
13: else
14: U ′T [i].p = P
15: end if
16: W = W ∪ {U ′T [i]}
17: U ′T = U
′
T − {u ∈ U ′T |u.b > U ′T [i].b ∧ dis(u, U ′T [i]) < T.d}
18: end if
19: end for
20: return W
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The detailed process of the above algorithm is shown in Algorithm 11.
For the non-optimal winner selection algorithm, we can see that in the 10th step, it
checks if j > |W |. In other words, it checks if there exists a user in W which conflicts with
U ′T [i]. Therefore, the final winner set does not contain conflict users.
For the example shown in Fig.5.2, the execution process of the non-optimal winner se-
lection algorithm is as follows. First, we have UT = {u2, u3, u4, u5, u6} and U ′T = {u5, u3, u4}.
In the first iteration, u5 is chosen as the winner. In the second iteration, u3 is chosen as the
winner. Finally, we have W = {u3, u5} and the payment for both u3 and u5 is 3.
5.4.2 Beneficial Properties of the Algorithm
According to Algorithm 11, we can observe that the winner set W calculated using this
algorithm is conflict free. In addition, we also have the following theorems which indicate
the non-optimal winner selection algorithm is computationally efficient, truthful, individual
rational and profitable.
Theorem 5.4.3. The time complexity of Algorithm 11 is O(|UT |2)
Proof: The time complexity of calculating U ′T and sorting the users in U
′
T are O(|UT |)
and O(|U ′T | log |U ′T |), respectively. The time complexity of calculating winner set W and
payment is O(|U ′T ||W |). Finally, the total time complexity is O(|UT |2) since W ⊆ U ′T ⊆ UT .
2
Theorem 5.4.4. The non-optimal winner selection mechanism is truthful.
Proof: Let Wi be the winner set W in the ith iteration of Algorithm 11. If user u
is chosen as a winner in the ith iteration, then there is no user in Wi conflicting with u.
Suppose u proposes another bid u.b′ ≤ u.b and u is checked in the jth iteration, then we
have j ≤ i since all the users in U ′T are sorted in the ascending order of their bids. Then
there is no user in Wj conflicting with u since Wj ⊆ Wi. Therefore, u will also be chosen as
a winner. Then we can conclude the selection rule in Algorithm 11 is monotone.
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According to the process of Algorithm 11, we have w.p = P if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b >
w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} = ∅. In this case, if we have w.b > w.p, then we have w /∈ U ′T which
lead to w /∈ W . Similarly, if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} 6= ∅ and w.b > w.p,
another user bidding at w.p in {u|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} will become the
winner and w cannot be the winner in the following iterations due to conflict. Then we can
conclude that each winner in Algorithm 11 is paid the critical value.
Finally, we conclude that the non-optimal winner selection mechanism is truthful ac-
cording to Theorem 5.4.2. 2
Theorem 5.4.5. The non-optimal winner selection algorithm is individual rational.
Proof: According to the process of Algorithm 11, for each winner w ∈ W , we have
w.p = P ≥ w.b if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} = ∅ according to the
definition of U ′T . Similarly, if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} 6= ∅, then we have
w.p = min{u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} ≥ w.b. What’s more, according to
Theorem 5.4.4, the value of w.b could be regarded as the true valuation of winner w. Then
this theorem is proved. 2
Theorem 5.4.6. The non-optimal winner selection algorithm is profitable.
Proof: According to the process of Algorithm 11, for each winner w ∈ W , we have
w.p ≤ P if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} = ∅. Similarly, if {u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b >
w.b ∧ dis(u,w) < T.d} 6= ∅, then we have w.p = min{u.b|u ∈ U ′T ∧ u.b > w.b ∧ dis(u,w) <
T.d} ≤ P according to the definition of U ′T . Therefore, we have w.p ≤ P for each winner
w ∈ W , which leads to P |W | −∑w∈W w.p to be non-negative. Therefore, this theorem is
proved. 2
5.5 Experiment
5.5.1 Experiment Settings
We investigated two actual datasets from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collec-
tion named Brightkite and Gowalla as user distribution in the physical world [111]. Both
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Brightkite and Gowalla are location-based social network service providers where users can
share their locations. In the original Brightkite and Gowalla datasets, all the users distribute
worldwide. However, in actual crowdsensing applications, the range of sensing region is lim-
ited [18]. Therefore, we employ part of the original Brightkite and Gowalla datasets. In the
employed two subsets, the users are distributed in 400km× 400km rectangle regions. These
regions include New York, Washington and Philadelphia where users are densely distributed.
Random way point model is used to estimate users’ positions [112]. The detailed position
estimation method is omitted due to page limitation. Two groups of measurement results
on Brightkite and Gowalla datasets are presented in Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6. Fig.5.5 shows the
number of users in UT and Fig.5.6 depicts the average of degree of conflict graph G(UT , E),
respectively. In the conflict graph, a node denotes a user. There is an undirected edge be-
tween two nodes if two users are conflict users. Therefore, the average degree of the conflict
graph is used to denote the average number of conflict users.
We use an actual bidding dataset named Swoopo to generate users’ bids [113]. The
preprocessed the raw data as following.
1. A subset of the original dataset which only contains the bids of a single good is ex-
tracted.
2. For simplicity, all the original bids are normalized by dividing the bid average.
The preprocessed bid dataset contains 5372 bids. The distribution of users’ normalized
bids is shown in Fig.5.7. The parameters and their default values for the experiments are
listed in Table 5.2. The experiment results for the optimal winner selection algorithm and
non-optimal winner selection problem are shown in Section 5.5.2 and Section 5.5.3.
5.5.2 Optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
We compared the execution speed of our algorithm with the Debbassac algorithm pro-
posed by [114]. The Debbassac algorithm explores the space of feasible winner selections
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Parameter Brightkite Dataset Gowalla Dataset
T.x 0.627164 0.837312
T.y 0.485815 0.681470
T.r 0.0045 0.003
T.d 0.001 0.001
P 1 1
 0.1 0.1
Table 5.2. Default Parameters
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Figure 5.6. Average degree of conflict
graph
in a depth-first-search fashion and uses a branch-and-bound approach to prune the search
space.
The first group of experiments is to compare the execution time with different radiuses
of sensing data gathering regions denoted by T.r. The results for both the Brightkite and
Gowalla datasets are shown in Fig.5.8. We can see that the execution time for both the
A* algorithm and the Debbassac algorithm increases with T.r due to the increase of the
total number of crowdsensing participants. Also, the execution time for the A* algorithm
is much lower than that of the Debbassac algorithm for the same T.r, which demonstrates
the efficiency of the algorithm we proposed. Moreover, we can see that for the Brightkite
dataset, the execution time for the A* algorithm does not increase when T.r > 4 × 10−3.
The reasons are as follows.
1. The number of users almost remains the same when T.r > 4 × 10−3 due to user’s
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Figure 5.8. Execution time comparison for different T.r.
geographical distribution.
2. Newly induced users have high bids, which greatly helps the pruning of the A* algo-
rithm.
The second group of experiments is to compare the execution time with different mini-
mum distances for the winners which is denoted by T.d. We set the value of T.r to 0.003 for
both the Brightkite and Gowalla datasets. The results are shown in Fig.5.9. We can observe
that the A* algorithm executes much faster than the Debbassac algorithm, which indicates
that the proposed A* algorithm is efficient.
The Debbassac algorithm proposed in [114] can also solve the optimal winner selec-
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Figure 5.9. Execution time comparison for different T.d.
tion problem. However, according to [114], the Debbassac algorithm also has exponential
time complexity. Although both these two algorithms have exponential time complexity, the
experiment results show that our algorithm is much more efficient than the Debbassac algo-
rithm. The reason is that PTAS [106] can accurately estimate the maximized total weight
of a given graph, which greatly helps the pruning of the A* algorithm.
The third group of experiments is to compare the execution time between the PTAS-
based A* algorithm and the naive A* algorithm. The only difference between the naive A*
algorithm and the A* algorithm is that the naive A* algorithm simply sets the lower bound
to 0 and the upper bound to sum+ub1 for calculating the heuristic function. The results are
shown in Fig.5.10. The results indicate that the proposed A* algorithm runs faster than the
naive A* algorithm on both Brightkite and Gowalla datasets although additional overhead
is investigated in the PTAS-based calculation of lower bound and upper bound.
The fourth group of experiment is to compare the execution time of the PTAS-based A*
algorithm for different choices of . The results are shown in Fig.5.11. We can see that the
execution time for the A* algorithm increases with the increase of  for both the Brightkite
and Gowalla datasets. The results indicate that an accurate estimation of lower bound and
upper bound is helpful for the reduction of total execution time, even though using lower 
value may cause additional calculation overhead.
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Figure 5.12. Crowdsensing platform’s
profile
The fifth group of experiments is to show the benefits of inducing geographical position
conflict. All the users are assigned with spatial correlated sensory data. The results are shown
in Table 5.3. The naive method simply collects the sensory data for all the users whose bids
are greater than P . We can see for both Brightkite and Gowalla, the naive method collects a
large amount of sensory data while the number of the distinct readings is limited. However,
for the optimal winner selection method, the number of the distinct readings remains the
same while the amount of sensory data is much less than that of the naive method. The
above results indicate that the optimal method can greatly reduce redundant sensory data.
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Dataset Sensory data count Distinct values
Naive method on Brightkite 23 3
Naive method on Gowalla 24 3
Optimal method on Brightkite 6 3
Optimal method on Gowalla 5 3
Table 5.3. Amount of sensory data comparison
5.5.3 Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
The first group of experiments is to compare the total social welfare between the optimal
and non-optimal algorithm. The results are shown in Fig.5.14. The results for the Brightkite
dataset and the Gowalla dataset are shown separately for comparison. For both the optimal
and non-optimal winner selection algorithm, we can see that the total social welfare decreases
with the increase of T.d due to the increase of conflicts. Moreover, for the same T.d, the total
social welfare of the non-optimal algorithm is smaller than that of the optimal algorithm,
which illustrates our tradeoff between the total social welfare and algorithm performance.
The second group of experiments is to compare the profile of crowdsensing platform
with different P . The results are shown in Fig.5.12. We can see the total social welfare of
the crowdsensing platform increases with the increase of P for both the Brightkite and the
Gowalla datasets. Moreover, the results also indicate the crowdsensing platform has non-
negative social welfare even if P is relatively low, which verifies the correctness of Theorem
5.4.6.
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Figure 5.14. Social welfare comparison
The third group of experiments is to compare winners’ payments and bids. The results
are shown in Fig.5.5.2 where the dots are used to denote the bids and payments of the
winners. The results indicate each winner’s payment is greater than its bid for both the
Brightkite and the Gowalla datasets, which verifies the correctness of Theorem 5.4.5.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a geographical position conflicting based winner selection
problem in mobile crowdsensing. An optimal winner selection algorithm is proposed to
maximize the total social welfare. Moreover, we also propose a computationally efficient non-
optimal winner selection algorithm. Solid theoretical proofs indicate both these algorithms
are truthful, individual rational and profitable. The experimental results which are based
on actual datasets indicate the proposed algorithms are efficient. An interesting aspect of
research in the future is to make use of the sensory data’s spatial correlation to study users’
cooperation in geographical position based crowdsensing tasks.
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Chapter 6
APPROXIMATE HOLISTIC AGGREGATION IN SMALL SCALE
NETWORKS
6.1 Introduction
With the ever-increasing population, problems of everyday sustainability have become
onerous. According to the survey by United Nations, 54% of the world’s current population
lives in urban areas. It is also expected that the percentage increases to 66 by 2050. With
this escalation in urban population, new challenges have emerged. These challenges include
the constant power supply, public safety, disaster prediction, and traffic maintenance. Smart
City has become inevitable to address these challenges [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120].
Many cities like New York, Detroit, Singapore, and London are working towards smart city
development. These cities have adopted for various technologies like smart parking services,
intelligent street light systems, sensors to redirect traffic, and water conservation. Although
these applications are designed for urban living, they should also be incorporated in rural
areas so that more resources could be preserved for future generations. SC networks should
collect data from all over the city to provide better information. So, to collect such well
spread data, they exploit various sensor equipped devices in the city to collect data and
interpret information at the city level.
In today’s world, all the devices from smart home devices to intelligent transport sys-
tems are well connected with the internet. Such a network with well connected devices is
called Internet-Of-Things (IoT) [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126]. As the network grows, our
need for intelligent devices develop and so does the necessity to sense various activities for
the convenient living of people in the cities. some of the applications like transportation,
healthcare, and seamless internet connection widely use IoT technologies. The main aim in
IoT is to reduce cost and provide faster access to the data. But the primary challenge is
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that the deployment of IoT network is expensive as it requires a large number of sensing de-
vices. Additionally, it is also important to collect data autonomously and provide intelligent
methods that address the issues of dynamic traffic, accommodating new services, channel
conditions, and ever-increasing user requirements.
Sensors are the building blocks for many IoT devices. Utilizing sensors as the commu-
nication media helps us resolve many of the problems discussed earlier. IoT devices with
self-configurable sensors do not require external infrastructure for communication [127] [128]
[129] [130] [131] [132]. Previous researchers have studied the issues of routing, topology con-
trol and time synchronization in networks that include sensors for communication [66], [133],
[134]. Although using sensors reduces the communication cost, it raises the issue of process-
ing cost. Sensors collect data for a more extended period over vast networks. Therefore, we
end up with massive data being processed for information retrieval at a single sensor node
and thus increasing the processing cost. To address this issue, we need data aggregation at
the sensor level. When data is aggregated, we do not transmit the whole sensing data but
instead, send the aggregated partial data into the network. This further raises the energy
consumption issue as the aggregation costs much energy and the sensor are not equipped
with huge amounts of power supply. According to [86], cost of transmitting one bit of data
using wireless link is equivalent to the cost of executing 1000 instructions. So, reducing the
data transmission is one of the major ways to decrease the energy consumption in IoTs [135]
[136] [137] [138] [139] [140]. Hence, it is critical to design energy efficient data aggregation
models for sensor equipped IoT networks.
There are two kinds of aggregation queries: maximum query and distinct set query. The
maximum query is to calculate the maximum of all the readings in the sensory data while
the distinct set query is to calculate the unique values in the sensory data. Both the queries
are essential for a given network. For example, while monitoring pollution, maximum query
results in the most polluted area along with its values. Similarly, distinct set query shows
the pollution levels in all the regions. Hence, the energy efficient data aggregation model
should accommodate both queries in its development.
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In practice, exact query results are not always necessary while approximate query results
may also be acceptable for the purpose of energy conservation [141] [142]. Therefore, in this
chapter, two algorithms to process δ-approximate maximum queries and δ-distinct-set queries
are proposed. These two algorithms are based on uniform sampling and Bernoulli sampling,
respectively. Unlike the algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, which are for large
scale networks, the algorithms proposed in this chapter are for small scale networks. The
proposed algorithms are able to return the exact query results with probability not less than
1-δ where the value of δ can be arbitrarily small. The main contributions of this chapter can
be summarized are as follows.
1. Mathematical estimators for the maximum value and distinct-set aggregation opera-
tions are provided.
2. The mathematical methods to determine the required sample size and sample prob-
ability for calculating δ-approximate maximum value and δ-approximate distinct-set
are designed.
3. Distributed algorithms for δ-approximate maximum value and δ-approximate distinct-
set are provided. Additionally, the energy costs of these two algorithms are analyzed.
4. Extensive simulation results are presented which indicates that both δ-approximate
maximum value and δ-approximate distinct set algorithms perform significantly better
than a simple distributed algorithm in terms of energy consumption.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 defines the problem. Section
6.3 provides the mathematical proof for the δ-approximate aggregation algorithms. Section
6.4 explains the proposed δ-approximate aggregation algorithms. Section 6.5 shows the
simulation results. Section 6.6 concludes this chapter.
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6.2 Problem Definition
Let us assume that we have a sensor equipped IoT network with n sensor nodes and
sti is the sensory value of node i at time t. St = {st1, st2, . . . , stn} is used to denote the set
of all the sensory data in the network at time t. We use Dis(St) = {sdt1, sdt2, . . . , sdt|Dis(St)|}
to denote the distinct set of St, which contains the distinct values in St. For example, if
we have St = {st1, st2, st3, st4, st5} and st1 = 1, st2 = 1, st3 = 2, st4 = 3, st5 = 3; then the
Dis(St) = {1, 2, 3}. In this chapter, we assume that the data is distributed randomly in the
network while the spatial and temporal correlation for the sensory data is ignored.
In this chapter, we focus on two aggregation operations on St, which are max and
distinct set. The definition of the maximum value and distinct-set are as follows:
1. The exact maximum value denoted by Max(St) satisfies Max(St) = max{sti ∈ St|1 ≤
i ≤ n}.
2. The exact distinct-set of St denoted by Dis(St) satisfies that ∀s ∈ St,∃sd ∈
Dis(St), s = s
d and ∀sdx, sdy ∈ Dis(St), x 6= y ⇒ sdx 6= sdy.
A naive method that solves the max and distinct set aggregation problems has three
main steps.
1. Organize all the nodes in the network into an aggregation tree. The sink node broad-
casts the aggregation operation in the network.
2. All the nodes in the network submits its sensory data to the sink node along the
aggregation tree.
3. The intermediate nodes in the aggregation tree aggregates the partial results during
the data transmission.
However, the above method will lead to an immense communication cost and computation
cost for calculating exact aggregation result. Therefore, we propose a δ-approximate result
for the above two aggregation operations. Let It and Ît are the exact aggregation result and
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Name Description
n The size of network
sti The sensory value of node i at time t
sdti The i-th distinct sensory value at time t
St = {st1, st2, . . . , stn} The sensory data in the network at time t
Max(St) The maximum value of St
Dis(St) The distinct set of St
U(m) A uniform sample of St with size m
B(q) A Bernoulli sample of St
with sampling probability q
nx Number of appearance of value x in St
nmin Number of appearances
for least appearing data
k Number of clusters
Ci The i-th cluster
Table 6.1. Symbols
approximate aggregation result of St at time t respectively. The definition of the δ-estimator
is as follows.
Definition 6.2.1 (δ-estimator). For any δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1), Ît is called the δ-estimator of It if
Pr(Ît 6= It) ≤ δ,
According to Definition 6.2.1, the problem of computing δ-approximate maximum value
and δ-approximate distinct-set is defined as follows.
Input: (1) A sensor equipped IoT network with n nodes; (2) The sensory data set St;
(3) Aggregation operator Agg ∈ {Max, DistinctSet} and δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1).
Output: δ-approximate aggregation result of Agg.
Summary of all the frequently used symbols is shown in Table 6.1.
6.3 Preliminaries
6.3.1 Uniform Sampling Based Approximate Aggregation
Let u1, u2, ..., um denote m simple random samplings with replacement from St, U(m) =
{u1, u2, ..., um} is used to denote a uniform sample of St with sample size m, then we have
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the following conclusions.
1. ui and uj are independent with each other for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m.
2. Pr(ui = stj) =
1
n
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Based on the above conclusions, we have the following theorem.
Lemma 6.3.1. For any given value x ∈ Dis(St), we have
Pr(x /∈ U(m)) = (1− nx
n
)m
where nx is the number of appearance of value x in St.
Proof: Pr(x /∈ U(m)) = Pr(u1 6= x ∧ u2 6= x ∧ . . . um 6= x). Since all the samples
u1, u2, . . . um are independent with each other, we have
Pr(x /∈ U(m)) =
m∏
i=1
Pr(ui 6= x) = (Pr(u1 6= x))m.
Moreover, we also have
Pr(u1 6= x) = 1− Pr(u1 = x) = 1− nx
n
.
Then this lemma is proved. 2
To obtain δ-approximate maximum value, the mathematical estimator is needed firstly.
Let ̂Max(St)u denote the uniform sampling based estimator of exact value Max(St). Then
̂Max(St)u is defined as
̂Max(St)u = Max(U(m)) = max{ui ∈ U(m)|1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
Based on Lemma 6.3.1, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.3.1. ̂Max(St)u is a δ-estimator of Max(St) if
m ≥ ln δ
ln(1− nmin
n
)
where nmin is the number of appearances for the least appearing data.
Proof: Based on the condition, we have
m ln(1− nmin
n
) ≤ ln δ
(1− nmin
n
)m ≤ δ.
According to Lemma 6.3.1, we have
Pr(Max(St) /∈ U(m)) = (1− nMax(St)
n
)m
where nMax(St) is the number of appearance for the maximum value in St. Since nMax(St) ≥
nmin, we have
Pr(Max(St) /∈ U(m)) ≤ (1− nmin
n
)m ≤ δ.
Then this theorem is proved. 2
Let ̂Dis(St)u denote the uniform sampling based estimator of exact result Dis(St). Then
̂Dis(St)u is defined as
̂Dis(St)u = Dis(U(m)).
Based on Lemma 6.3.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.2. ̂Dis(St)u is a δ-estimator of Dis(St) if
m ≥ ln(1− (1− δ)
nmin/n)
ln(1− nmin
n
)
where nmin is the number of appearances for the least appearing data.
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Proof: Based on the condition, we have
(1− nmin
n
)m ≤ 1− (1− δ)nmin/n
(1− (1− nmin
n
)m)n/nmin ≥ 1− δ
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
(1− (1− nmin
n
)m) ≤ δ
Let nsdti to denote the number of appearance for s
d
ti
, then we have
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
(1− (1− nsdti
n
)m) ≤ δ
since nmin ≤ nsdti . Moreover, according to Lemma 6.3.1, we have
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
(1− Pr(sdti /∈ U(m))) ≤ δ
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
Pr(sdti ∈ U(m)) ≤ δ
1− Pr( ̂Dis(St)u = Dis(St)) ≤ δ
Pr( ̂Dis(St)u 6= Dis(St)) ≤ δ
Then this theorem is proved. 2
6.3.2 Bernoulli Sampling Based Approximate Aggregation
Let B(q) = {b1, b2, . . . , b|B(q)|} denote a Bernoulli sample of data set St with sample
probability q. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.2. For any given value x ∈ Dis(St), we have
Pr(x /∈ B(q)) = (1− q)nx
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where nx is the number of appearance of value x in St.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume st1 = st2 = · · · = stnx = x, then we have
Pr(x /∈ B(q)) = Pr(st1 /∈ B(q) ∧ st2 /∈ B(q) ∧ · · · ∧ stnx /∈ B(q)). Therefore, we have
Pr(x /∈ B(q)) =
nx∏
i=1
Pr(sti /∈ B(q)) = (Pr(st1 /∈ B(q)))nx .
According to the definition of Bernoulli sampling, we have
Pr(st1 /∈ B(q)) = 1− Pr(st1 ∈ B(q)) = 1− q.
Then this lemma is proved. 2
Let ̂Max(St)b denote the Bernoulli sampling based estimator of exact value Max(St).
̂Max(St)b is defined as
̂Max(St)b = Max(B(q)) = max{bi ∈ B(q)|1 ≤ i ≤ |B(q)|}.
Based on Lemma 6.3.2, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.3. ̂Max(St)b is a δ-estimator of Max(St) if
q ≥ 1− (δ)1/nmin
where nmin is the number of appearances for the least appearing data.
Proof: Based on the condition, we have
(1− q)nmin ≤ δ.
According to Lemma 6.3.2, we have
Pr(Max(St) /∈ B(q)) = (1− q)nMax(St)
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where nMax(St) is the number of appearance for the maximum value in St. Since nMax(St) ≥
nmin, we have
Pr(Max(St) /∈ B(q)) ≤ (1− q)nmin ≤ δ.
Then this theorem is proved. 2
Let D̂is(St)b denote the Bernoulli sampling based estimator of exact result Dis(St).
Then D̂is(St)b is defined as
D̂is(St)b = Dis(B(q)).
Based on Lemma 6.3.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.4. D̂is(St)b is a δ-estimator of Dis(St) if
q ≥ 1− (1− (1− δ)nmin/n)1/nmin
where nmin is the number of appearances for the least appearing data.
Proof: According to the condition, we have
(1− q)nmin ≤ 1− (1− δ)nmin/n
(1− (1− q)nmin)n/nmin ≥ 1− δ
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
(1− (1− q)nmin) ≤ δ.
Let nsdti to denote the number of appearance for s
d
ti
, since nmin ≤ nsdti , we have
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
(1− (1− q)nsdti ) ≤ δ.
Moreover, according to Lemma 6.3.2, we have
1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
(1− Pr(sdti /∈ B(q))) ≤ δ
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1−
|Dis(St)|∏
i=1
Pr(sdti ∈ B(q)) ≤ δ
1− Pr(D̂is(St)b = Dis(St)) ≤ δ
Pr(D̂is(St)b 6= Dis(St)) ≤ δ.
Then this theorem is proved. 2
6.4 δ-Approximate Aggregation Algorithms
The theorems in Section 6.3 show how to calculate the required sampling size and
sampling probability according to given δ. However, we still have the following problems to
be solved.
1. How does the sink node broadcasts the sampling information in the whole network.
2. How to sample the sensory data from the whole network.
3. How to transmit and aggregate the partial aggregation results.
The methodology to solve the above problems will be introduced in the following two sub-
sections.
6.4.1 Uniform Sampling Based Aggregation Algorithm
When the sample size m is calculated using the theorems in Section 6.3.1, there is a
simple method to sample the sensory data.
1. The sink generates m random numbers in {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} and broadcasts them in
the whole network.
2. The sensor node whose id belongs to the m numbers sends its sensory data to the sink
node.
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However, the above algorithm has a huge energy cost during the first step since a
significant amount of sampling information needs to be transmitted. To further reduce the
energy cost, we divide the whole network into k disjoint clusters C1, C2, ... , Ck. Each
cluster randomly selects one of its node as the cluster head. By using the method, proposed
in [60], all the cluster heads in the network are organized as a minimum hop-count spanning
tree rooted at the sink node. We then adopt the uniform sampling algorithm proposed by
[54], described as follows.
1. The sink generates a series of random numbers Yi with the probability Pr(Yi = l) =
|Cl|
n
(1 ≤ i ≤ m),
2. Let ml be the sample size of Cl. Then ml is calculated by ml = |{Yi|Yi = l}|.
3. The sink node sends the sample size {ml | 1 ≤ l ≤ k} to each cluster head. Each
cluster head samples the sensory data in the cluster using the above naive sampling
algorithm.
When the cluster head of the l-th cluster receives all the sampled sensory data, U(ml),
it calculates the partial aggregation result R(U(ml)) according to aggregation operation Agg
by using the following method.
R(U(ml)) =

Max(U(ml)) if Agg = Max
Dis(U(ml)) elsewhere
The partial aggregation result R(U(ml)) is transmitted along the spanning tree to the sink
node. To further reduce the transmission cost, the intermediate nodes in the spanning tree
aggregate the received partial result while transmitting the data. Above process is explained
in Algorithm 12.
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Algorithm 12: Uniform Sampling Based Aggregation Algorithm
Input: δ, aggregation operator Agg ∈ {Max, DistinctSet}
Output: δ-approximate aggregation results
1: if Agg = Max then
2: m = d ln δ
ln(1−nmin
n
)
e
3: else
4: m = d ln(1−(1−δ)nmin/n)
ln(1−nmin
n
)
e
5: end if
6: generate Yi following Pr(Yi = l) =
|Cl|
n
,
7: ml = |{Yi | Yi = l}| (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ k), the sink sends ml to each cluster head by
multi-hop communication
8: for each cluster head of the clusters Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
9: generates random numbers k1, k2, . . . , kml then broadcast inside the cluster
10: end for
11: for each cluster member of Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
12: send sensory value to cluster head if its id ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , kml};
13: end for
14: for each cluster head of the clusters Cl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
15: receive sample data U(ml) and calculate partial result R(U(ml));
16: end for
17: for each node j in the spanning tree do
18: if j is the leaf node then
19: Send Rj to its parent node
20: else
21: Receive partial results Rj1, Rj2, . . . , Rjc from its children
22: if Agg = Max then
23: Rj = max(Rj1, Rj2, . . . , Rjc)
24: else
25: Rj =
⋃c
i=1Rji
26: end if
27: if j is the sink node then
28: return Rj
29: else
30: Send Rj to its parent node
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
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According to the analysis in Section 6.3.1, for the sample size m, we have
m =

d ln δ
ln(1−nmin
n
)
e if Agg = Max
d ln(1−(1−δ)nmin/n)
ln(1−nmin
n
)
e if Agg = Dis
Therefore, we have
m =

O(ln 1
δ
) if Agg = Max
O(ln( 1
1−(1−δ)nmin/n )) if Agg = Dis
In practice, |Rj| can be regarded as a constant. According to [54], the communication cost
and the energy cost of the uniform sampling based δ-approximate aggregation algorithm is
O(ln 1
δ
) if Agg = Max, while the cost is O(ln( 1
1−(1−δ)nmin/n )) if Agg = Dis.
6.4.2 Bernoulli Sampling Based Aggregation Algorithm
Unlike the uniform sampling based aggregation algorithm, the sampling information
of Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm utilizes only the sampling probability q.
Additionally, Bernoulli based method provides a mechanism for each node in the network
to do the sampling independently. Therefore, the following steps are used in the Bernoulli
sampling based aggregation algorithm to perform sampling and the network need not be
divided into clusters.
1. Sink node broadcasts the sampling probability q in the network.
2. Each node generates a random number rand in the range of [0,1], submit its sensory
data to the parent node if rand < q.
When the intermediate nodes in the spanning tree receive the submitted sensory data,
they will calculate the partial aggregation results using the similar method introduced in
Section 6.4.1. These nodes then transmit the partial results along the spanning tree. Sim-
ilarly, during the process of transmitting partial aggregation results to the sink node along
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the spanning tree, the intermediate nodes in the spanning tree aggregate the received partial
results. The process mentioned above is explained in detail in the Algorithm 13.
According to the analysis in Section 6.3.2, for the sample probability q, we have
q =

1− (δ)1/nmin if Agg = Max
1− (1− (1− δ)nmin/n)1/nmin if Agg = Dis
Similarly, we have the communication cost and the energy cost of the Bernoulli sampling
based δ-approximate aggregation algorithm is O(n − n(δ)1/nmin) if Agg = Max, while the
cost is O(n− n(1− (1− δ)nmin/n)1/nmin) if Agg = Dis.
6.5 Simulation Results
To evaluate the proposed algorithms, we have simulated a network with 1000 nodes.
All the nodes are randomly distributed in a rectangular region of size 300m× 300m and the
sink is in the center of the region. For the uniform sampling based aggregation algorithm,
the following strategy is used to define the clusters.
1. Divide the whole region into 10× 10 grids.
2. Group the nodes in the same gird into the same cluster.
3. Randomly chose the cluster head among the nodes of the same grid.
For each node, the energy cost to send and receive one byte is set as 0.0144mJ and 0.0057mJ
according to [4]. According to the experiment results in [61] about the same type of sensor
node, the communication range of each sensor node is set to be 30
√
2m in our simulation.
This kind of simulation setting can make every sensor node communicate with its cluster
head by a one-hop message.
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Algorithm 13: Bernoulli Sampling Based Aggregation Algorithm
Input: δ, aggregation operator Agg ∈ {Max, DistinctSet}
Output: δ-approximate aggregation results
1: if Agg = Max then
2: q = 1− (δ)1/nmin
3: else
4: q = 1− (1− (1− δ)nmin/n)1/nmin
5: end if
6: Sink node broadcasts q in the network
7: for each leaf node j in the spanning tree do
8: if rand < q then
9: Send its own sensory data to its parent node;
10: end if
11: end for
12: for each non-leaf node j in the spanning tree do
13: Receive partial results Rj1, Rj2, . . . , Rjc from its children
14: if Agg = Max then
15: Rj = max(Rj1, Rj2, . . . , Rjc)
16: else
17: Rj =
⋃c
i=1Rji
18: end if
19: if rand < q then
20: if Agg = Max then
21: Rj = max(Rj, j.data)
22: else
23: Rj = Rj ∪ {j.data}
24: end if
25: end if
26: if j is the sink node then
27: return Rj
28: else
29: Send Rj to its parent node
30: end if
31: end for
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Figure 6.1. The relationship between δ and the sample size.
6.5.1 Uniform Sampling Based Aggregation Algorithm
The first group of simulations is about the relationship between δ and the sample size.
The results are presented in Fig.6.1. The results for both the maximum value aggregation
and the distinct-set aggregation are listed. Additionally, two groups of results with different
values of n
nmin
are listed for comparison. These results show that the sample size increases
with the decline of δ. Moreover, the sample sizes are much smaller than the size of the
network. For example, when δ = 0.01, the sample size is about 67 for deriving δ-approximate
maximum value. If n
nmin
= 15, which indicates that we just need to sample 6.7% sensory data
from the network to guarantee that the estimated maximum value being equal to the actual
maximum value with the probability greater than 99%. Therefore, our uniform sampling
based algorithm saves a tremendous amount of energy as it only needs a little amount of
sensory data to be sampled and transmitted in the network. Moreover, we can see that in
the same condition, the required sample size for the distinct-set aggregation is greater than
that of the maximum value aggregation since distinct-set aggregation needs to make sure all
the distinct values being sampled.
The second group of simulations is about the relationship between δ and the energy cost.
The results are shown in Fig.6.2. These results indicate that the energy cost increases with
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Figure 6.2. The relationship between δ and the energy cost for the uniform sampling based
aggregation algorithm.
the decline of δ. We can also see that in the same condition, the energy cost for the distinct-
set aggregation is higher than that of the maximum value aggregation as the distinct-set
aggregation has a greater sample size.
The third group of simulation is to compare the energy cost between the uniform sam-
pling based aggregation algorithm and the simple distributed algorithm. The simple dis-
tributed algorithm is to collect all the raw sensory data and aggregate the partial results
during the transmission, which can always return accurate aggregation results. For the uni-
form sampling based aggregation algorithm, we set δ = 0.1 and n
nmin
= 15 and the network
size varies from 500 to 1500. The results are listed in Fig.6.3. We can see that for all
the proposed algorithms, the energy cost increases with the increase of the network size.
Moreover, for the same network size, the energy cost of the uniform sampling based aggre-
gation algorithm is much lower than that of the naive distributed algorithm as there are
only a small number of nodes need to submit their sensory data. These results indicate
that the uniform sampling based aggregation algorithm performs better in terms of energy
consumption although it returns wrong aggregation results with the probability less than
δ. It is also to be observed that with an increase in the network size, the energy cost of
the naive distributed algorithm proliferates, while the energy cost of the uniform sampling
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Figure 6.3. Energy cost comparison between the uniform sampling based aggregation
algorithm and the simple distributed algorithm.
based aggregation algorithm almost remains the same. The above phenomenon indicates
that the uniform sampling based aggregation algorithm has even better performance when
the network size is large.
6.5.2 Bernoulli Sampling Based Aggregation Algorithm
The first group of simulations is about the relationship between δ and the sample prob-
ability. These results are presented in Fig.6.4. The results show that the sample probability
increases with the decline of δ. Moreover, the sample probabilities are much smaller than 1.
For example, when δ = 0.01, the sample probability is about 0.066 for deriving δ-approximate
maximum value. Therefore, the proposed Bernoulli sampling based algorithm saves a huge
amount of energy. Similarly, the required sample size for the distinct-set aggregation is
greater than that of the maximum value aggregation in the same condition.
The second group of simulations is about the relationship between δ and the energy
cost. The results are shown in Fig.6.5. We can observe from these results that the energy
cost increases with the decline of δ and the energy cost for the distinct-set aggregation is
higher than that of the maximum value aggregation.
The third group of simulation is to compare the energy cost between the Bernoulli sam-
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Figure 6.4. The relationship between δ and the sample probability.
pling based aggregation algorithm and the simple distributed algorithm. For the Bernoulli
sampling based aggregation algorithm, we set δ = 0.1 and nmin = 67. The network size varies
from 500 to 1500 nodes. The results are listed in Fig.6.6. Similar results can be observed for
the same network size, the energy cost of the Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm
is much lower than that of the simple distributed algorithm. These results indicate that the
Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm has high performance on energy consump-
tion. Moreover, we can also see that the Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm
has even better performance on large-scale networks.
The fourth group of simulation is to compare the energy cost between the Bernoulli
sampling based aggregation algorithm and the uniform sampling based aggregation algorith-
m. We set δ = 0.1 and n
nmin
= 15. To ensure the network connectivity when the network
size is small, we set node’s communication to 60m for this group of simulation. The results
are shown in Fig.6.7. From these results, we observe that for both the uniform sampling
based aggregation algorithm and the Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm, the
energy cost increases with the increase in network size. Additionally, the Bernoulli sampling
based aggregation algorithm has lower energy cost when the network size is small, while the
uniform sampling based aggregation algorithm has lower energy cost when the network size
is large. From the above results, we can see that the Bernoulli sampling based aggregation
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Figure 6.5. The relationship between δ and the energy cost for the Bernoulli sampling
based aggregation algorithm.
algorithm has the following advantages.
1. The Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm can be used in unclustered net-
works.
2. The Bernoulli sampling based aggregation algorithm has lower energy cost in small-
scale networks.
While on the other hand, the uniform sampling algorithm is appropriate for large-scale
clustered networks.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the δ-approximate algorithms for the maximum value and distinct-set
aggregation operations in sensor equipped IoT networks are proposed. These algorithms are
based on the uniform sampling and Bernoulli sampling respectively. Mathematical proofs
have been made for better understanding of these algorithms. Additionally, we have also
proposed mathematical estimators for the two algorithms. Moreover, we have derived the
values for the sample size and the sample probability which satisfies the specified failure
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Figure 6.6. Energy cost comparison between the Bernoulli sampling based aggregation
algorithm and the simple distributed algorithm.
probability requirements of the final result. Finally, a uniform sampling based algorithm
and a Bernoulli sampling based algorithm are provided.
Experiments are conducted for various delta values and the network sizes. The results
are then compared between the naive method and the proposed algorithms. The simulation
results indicate that the proposed algorithms have high performance with respect to the
energy cost.
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Chapter 7
DATA COLLECTION IN GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION DEPENDENT
MOBILE SENSING
7.1 Introduction
Nowadays, smartphones have gained popularity and are playing a key role in multiple as-
pects of people’s daily life such as entertainment, communication and social activities. Most
smartphones are equipped with embedded sensors such as camera, GPS (Global Positioning
System), accelerometer, etc [95] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147]. Moreover, the popularity of
wearable devices also enhances the smartphones’ sensing capabilities by exchanging sensory
data with smartphones using network interfaces. Therefore, in various fields, mobile sensing
has numerous innovative applications including environmental transportation, monitoring,
safety, healthcare and so on [1] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152].
Mobile crowdsensing is to make use of the sensing capabilities of smartphones to get
sensory data. This problem has been gaining significant popularity in recent years. Multi-
ple works have studied the problem of incentive mechanism design in mobile crowdsensing
platforms [101] [102]. In traditional applications and systems of mobile sensing such as [153]
and [154], the mobile sensing platform is based on voluntary participation. While in mobile
crowdsensing, task participants get paid for their contribution [155] [156] [157]. The reason
is the participants have their own resource consumption such as battery and data transition
fee while participating in a sensing task. For example, the following process is used to gather
sensory data for multiple general-purpose mobile crowdsensing platforms [103],
1. The mobile crowdsensing platform broadcasts a mobile sensing task to the users.
2. The users transmit feedback to the mobile crowdsensing platform. A feedback can be
a detailed sensing plan or a bid which is the expected price at which the user wants to
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sell the sensory data.
3. The mobile crowdsensing platform selects some smartphone users as winners for par-
ticipating in the mobile sensing task.
4. The mobile crowdsensing platform makes payments to the winners. The winners submit
their sensory data to the mobile crowdsensing platform.
In real-life applications, the mobile crowdsensing platforms aim to maximize the quality
of gathered sensory data during the above process because the mobile crowdsensing plat-
form needs to pay significant economic costs to the mobile crowdsensing participants for
their sensory data. However, in many applications, the sensory data exhibits strong spatial
correlation [25], [26]. Directly selecting the winners with lower bids may select multiple dis-
joint users as the winners, which cannot fully describe sensory data’s spatial correlation or
show the whole circumstance. This phenomenon is shown in the example in Section 7.2.2.
Therefore, it is necessary to design incentive mechanisms to solve the above problem.
This chapter is to study incentive mechanisms in the geographical position dependent
mobile crowdsensing platforms. Unlike the previous chapter, this chapter is to select users
who could form a connected graph. In this problem, the mobile crowdsensing platform cannot
select multiple disjoint user as the winners. All the selected winners must form a connected
dependent graph so that the sensory data can fully describe the whole circumstance of the
sensory region. Then we have the following two problems to be solved.
1. How to select the winner set to maximize the social welfare for a mobile crowdsensing
task while the selected winners form a connected dependent graph.
2. How to calculate appropriate payments to the winners?
This chapter proposes algorithms to solve the above two problems. Moreover, we also propose
and solve two extended winner selection problems, which are the min-K and budget-bounded
winner selection problem, respectively. In summary, the main contributions of our chapter
are as follows.
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1. A geographical position dependent winner selection problem is proposed and formu-
lated as an optimization problem.
2. Proposes two algorithms to select winners and calculate winners’ payments. The first
algorithm is an A* algorithm which can maximize the total social welfare. The sec-
ond algorithm has polynomial time complexity while achieves sub-optimal total social
welfare only.
3. Proposes two extended winner selection problems. Another two algorithms are pro-
posed to solve the extended problems.
4. Offers solid theoretical proofs which indicate the proposed algorithms have beneficial
properties such as truthfulness, individual rationality and profitability.
5. Real datasets based experimental results are presented, which indicate the proposed
algorithms have high performance.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 shows the problem defini-
tion. Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 are about the optimal and non-optimal winner selection
algorithms. Section 7.5 is about the algorithms for two extended problems. Experimental
results are provided in Section 7.6. Finally, Section 7.7 concludes this chapter.
7.2 Problem Definition
7.2.1 Crowdsensing Platform
Suppose there are n users deployed in a region and the set of users is denoted by
U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}. Each user in U carries a smartphone equipped with positioning device.
u.x and u.y are used to denote user u’s x-coordinate and y-coordinate. R(x, y, r) is used to
denote the circular region around position (x, y) with radius r which is defined as
R(x, y, r) = {(x′, y′)|(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 ≤ r2}.
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Suppose a snapshot crowdsensensing task T is proposed by the mobile crowdsensing plat-
form. Task T invites users to submit sensory data in a sensory data gathering region
R(T.x, T.y, T.r). T.x and T.y are the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the center of
R(T.x, T.y, T.r) and T.r is task T ’s sensing radius.
UT = {u ∈ U |(u.x, u.y) ∈ R(T.x, T.y, T.r)}
is used to denote the users in the sensory data gathering region R(T.x, T.y, T.r). After the
crowdsensing platform broadcasts the crowdsensing task T , all the users in U will receive it.
But only the users in UT will participate in the sensing task T due to the following reason.
1. Snapshot sensing task has high time-sensitiveness
2. There is massive moving cost for the users in U−UT to enter the region R(T.x, T.y, T.r)
[17].
The mobile crowdsensing platform uses the following process to collect sensory data.
1. The crowdsensing task T is sent to all the users by the crowdsensing platform.
2. Each user u ∈ UT submits its bid u.b and position (u.x, u.y) to the mobile crowdsensing
platform. The bid u.b is user u’s expected price to sell the sensory data for. The users
in U − UT will not further paticipate the crowdsensing task.
3. The mobile crowdsensing platform calculates the winner set W and the payment w.p
for each winner w ∈ W , then sends the payments to each winner.
4. The winners send their sensory data to the crowdsensing platform.
The above process is shown in Fig.7.1.
We use the total social welfare of the mobile crowdsensing platform to evaluate the
winner set W . Suppose P is the profit the crowdsensing platform acquires from a single
user’s sensory data. Since the mobile sensing platform does not know the exact payment to
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Figure 7.1. Mobile sensing platform
each user during the process of winner selection, then the total social welfare is defined as its
total profile minus the sum of winners’ bids. In other words, the total social welfare equals
to
P |W | −
∑
w∈W
w.b
where |W | is the size of winner set W .
In practice, users may submit bids differ from their true valuations to improve their
utility. However, the theoretical proofs in Section 7.3, Section 7.4 and Section 7.5 indicates
the proposed algorithms are truthful. In other words, one user’s profit is maximized if its
bid is equal to its true cost. Therefore, u.b can be regarded as user u’s true cost.
7.2.2 Optimal Winner Selection Problem
According to the basic setting introduced in Section 7.2.1, there is a straightforward
method for the mobile crowdsensing platform to maximize the total social welfare, which is
to select the all the users whose bids are lower than P as the winners. However, in actual
applications, the sensory data may have strong spatial correlation [25], [26]. Directly using
the above method will have the following drawback.
Since each user decides its own bid independently and some users may have high bids
in order to get high payments, it is likely that users whose bids are lower than P sparsely
distribute in the sensing region. In other words, the users whose bids are lower than P may
be very far away from each other. In this way, directly using the above method may select
multiple disjoint users as the winners. Therefore, the positions for the gathered sensory data
will also be far away from each other, which cannot fully describe sensory data’s spatial
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correlation. The above problem can be verified in the example shown in Fig. 7.2. In order
to solve the above problem, we have the following definitions of dependent users, dependent
graph and connected winner set.
Definition 7.2.1 (dependent users). User u and user v are dependent users if and only if
dis(u, v) ≤ T.d where
dis(u, v) =
√
(u.x− v.x)2 + (u.y − v.y)2
is the Euclidean distance between user u and user v and T.d is a predefined distance.
Definition 7.2.2 (dependent graph). Let G = (V,E) to denote a graph with node set V and
edge set E. For a winner set W , the dependent graph of W is defined as
DG(W ) = G(W,E(W ))
where
E(W ) = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ W ∧ u, v are dependent users}.
Definition 7.2.3 (connected winner set). A winner set W is a connected winner set if and
only if the dependent graph DG(W ) is a connected graph.
Based on the above winner determination setting, the problem of optimal winner selec-
tion is defined as follows.
Input: user set U and mobile sensing task T .
Output: 1) connected winner set W which maximizes P |W | −∑w∈W w.b. 2) The
payment for each winner w ∈ W .
Fig.7.2 shows an example of our optimal winner selection problem. Suppose the user
set is U = {u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6}. The blue-shadowed circle is the sensory data gathering
region. The circles are used to denote the users and the number in a circle is user’s ID. The
number beside a circle is the corresponding user’s weight which is defined as the value of P
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Figure 7.2. Example of the winner selection problem
minus corresponding user’s bid. Two dependent users are connected by an edge. According
to the sensory data gathering region, we have UT = {u2, u3, u4, u5, u6}, and u1 cannot be a
winner because u1 /∈ UT . If we have P = 3, u2.b = 4, u3.b = 1, u4.b = 4, u5.b = 1, u6.b = 3,
then the optimal winner set is {u3, u4, u5} with social welfare as 3. Although using {u3, u5}
as the optimal winner set can further increase the total social welfare, but {u3, u5} is not a
connected winner set, which does not satisfy the conditions of our problem definition.
This chapter is to design incentive mechanisms which can select the winners and deter-
mine winners’ payments. Moreover, the proposed incentive mechanisms should satisfy the
following properties:
1. Computational efficiency: In practice, the number of users who participants in mobile
crowdsensing may be very large [2], [3]. Therefore, the incentive mechanism should be
computational efficient. A mechanism is computationally efficient if the outcome can
be calculated in polynomial time.
2. Truthfulness: In mobile crowdsensing, users may submit bids differ from their true
valuations to improve their utility. This may significantly affect the fairness of mobile
crowdsensing. Therefore, the incentive mechanism needs to be truthful which means
no bidder can improve its utility by submitting a bid different from its true valuation,
no matter what others submit.
3. Individual rationality: Each participant has a non-negative utility. In other words, one
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participant’s payment must be greater or equal to its actual cost in order to encourage
user’s participation.
4. Profitability: The platform cannnot incur a deficit. The value brought by the winners
should be greater than or equal to the payment to the winners.
7.2.3 Problem Formulation
Boolean variable xi is used to denote if user ui is the winner or not, in other words,
xi =

1 if ui ∈ W
0 if ui /∈ W
ISG(V ) is used to denote the induced subgraph of node set V , which is defined as follows
ISG(V ) = G(V, {(u, v)|u ∈ V ∧ v ∈ V ∧ dis(u, v) ≤ T.d}).
Moreover, connected(G) is used to denote whether graph G is connected or not, in other
words,
connected(G) =

1 if G is connected
0 if G is not connected
Then the optimal winner selection problem can be formalized as the following optimization
problem.
max P
n∑
i=1
xi −
n∑
i=1
xibi
s.t. xi ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ |UT |
connected(ISG({U [i]|xi = 1})) = 1.
In order to increase the readability of this chapter, we summarized frequently used
symbols in Table 7.1.
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Symbol Description
u.x/u.y x/y-coordinate of user u’s position
u.b/u.w/u.p user u’s bid/weight/payment
T.x/T.y x/y-coordinate of sensory data gathering region center
T.r sensory data gathering region’s radius
T.d dependent distance between two users
dis(u, v) Euclidean distance between user u and user v
R(x, y, r) {(x′, y′) ∈ [0, 1)2|(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 ≤ r2}
U the set of users
UT Users in the data gathering region of task T
W winner set
P the profit of one user’s sensory data
Table 7.1. Symbols
7.3 Optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
According to Section 7.2, our optimal winner selection problem can be formulated as
the maximum weight connected subgraph problem where each user is a node in the graph
and the weight of node u is defined as P − u.b [158]. Obviously, the following brute-force
algorithm can be used to solve the optimal winner selection problem.
1. Enumerate all subsets of UT .
2. Remove the subsets which are not connected winner sets.
3. Find the subset with the maximum social welfare.
However, this algorithm has huge computation cost since it needs to examine all the possible
subsets of UT . Therefore, the following A* algorithm is proposed to efficiently select winner
set which can maximal the social welfare.
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7.3.1 Algorithm to Select the Winners
In our algorithm, a winner set is denoted by a 0-1 bit string. For a 0-1 bit string str
and node set U where all the nodes are sorted in ascending order of their IDs, we have
str[i] =

1 if U [i] is the winner
0 elsewhere
For the example shown in Fig.7.2, 0-1 bit string “01110” is used to denote the optimal winner
set {u3, u4, u5} Then the our algorithm is to find a 0-1 bit string to denote the optimal winner
set.
We use Q to denote the priority queue of the A* algorithm. Multiple 0-1 bit strings
which are used to denote all the possible winner combinations are stored in Q. Heuristic
function HF is used to calculate the priority of the elements in Q. The detailed steps of HF
are introduced in the remaining part of this section. Q.top is the element in Q which has
the highest priority. Q.pop() is used to indicate the operation of removing the element with
the highest priority. Q.push() is used to denote the operation of inserting a new element
into priority queue Q. Finally, the basic process of our A* algorithm is as follows.
1. Calculate the lower bound of maximum connected subgraph’s total weight, push 0-1
bit string “” into Q.
2. While Q 6= ∅ and |Q.top| < |UT |, pop Q.top as q, then examine q+“0” and q+“1”. For
each of them, use the heuristic function HF to compute its score, if the score is no less
than the lower bound computed in step 1, push the examined string into Q.
3. Calculate the final winner set according to Q.top.
The detailed process is shown in Algorithm 14. LB denotes the lower bound of maximum
connected subgraph’s total weight and HF denotes the heuristic function of the A* algorithm.
According to the process of A* algorithm, the HF function should calculate the upper
bound of connected winner set’s total weight. The basic procedure of our heuristic function
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is as follows.
1. If |Q.top| = |UT |, the heuristic function returns 0 if ISG({UT [i]|str[i]=1}) is connected.
otherwise, the heuristic function returns −∞.
2. If |Q.top| < |UT |, the heuristic function returns the total weight for the undecided
users with positive weights.
The detailed process of the heuristic function HF is shown in Algorithm 15. The symbol u.w
is used to denote user u’s weight which is defined as
u.w = P − u.b.
Algorithm 14: Optimal Winner Selection Algorithm Opt(UT )
Input: User set UT
Output: Winner set W
1: LB = max(maxu∈UT u.w, 0)
2: Q.push(“”)
3: while Q 6= ∅ do
4: if |Q.top| = |UT | then
5: break
6: end if
7: q = Q.top, Q.pop()
8: q0 = q+“0”, q1 = q+“1”
9: if HF(q0) ≥ LB then
10: Q.push(q0)
11: end if
12: if HF(q1) ≥ LB then
13: Q.push(q1)
14: end if
15: end while
16: return {UT [i]|Q.top[i] = 1}
We can see that the heuristic function will return −∞ if the induced subgraph is not
connected. This will make sure that the selected winners will form a connected geographical
dependent graph.
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Algorithm 15: Heuristic Function HF
Input: 0-1 bit string str
Output: Upper bound of maximum independent set’s total weight if str is further
extended
1: if |str| = |UT | then
2: if Connected(ISG({UT [i]|str[i]=1}))=false then
3: return −∞
4: else
5: return 0
6: end if
7: end if
8: sum=0
9: for i=|str|+ 1 to UT do
10: if UT [i].w > 0 then
11: sum=sum+UT [i].w
12: end if
13: end for
14: return sum
7.3.2 Payment Determination
After the optimal winners are selected, we will use the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG)
auction to calculate each winner’s payment [108]. The detailed process for the payment
determination is shown in Algorithm 16.
Algorithm 16: Payment Determination Algorithm
Input: Winner set W and U ′T
Output: Payment for each winner u ∈ W
1: maxw =
∑
u∈W u.w
2: for u ∈ W do
3: W ’=Opt(U ′T − {u})
4: maxw′ =
∑
v∈W ′ v.w
5: u.p = maxw −maxw′
6: end for
7: return W
According to Algorithm 14, we can easily find that the winner set W calculated by
Algorithm 14 is a connected winner set and the total social welfare is maximized. Moreover,
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we can conclude that the payment strategy is truthful, individual rational and profitable
according to [108].
7.4 Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
Although Section 7.3 introduces an A* algorithm which can maximize the total social
welfare and it uses the heuristic function to reduce the computation cost. However, according
to the following theorem [159], this algorithm still has high computational complexity.
Theorem 7.4.1. Maximum weighted connected subgraph problem is NP-complete.
While on the other hand, the number of participants can be quite large in many crowd-
sensing applications [2], [3]. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a computationally efficient
winner selection algorithm even if the total social welfare may not be maximized.
Obviously, there is straightforward approach to solve the above problem, whose process
is as follows.
1. Decide a winner set using an existing approximate algorithm with polynomial complic-
ity.
2. Decide the payment for each winner using the VCG auction.
However, [109] indicates VCG auction loses its truthful property if it the total social welfare
is not maximized. Therefore, we propose another winner selection algorithm based on a
theorem in [110], which is as follows.
Theorem 7.4.2. An auction mechanism is truthful if and only if:
1. The selection rule is monotone: if user i wins the auction by bidding bi, it also wins
by bidding b′i ≤ bi.
2. Each winner is paid the critical value: user i would not win the auction if it bids higher
than this value.
Moreover, this winner selection algorithm is based on the following definition.
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Definition 7.4.1 (maximum positive connected component). Graph G’s connected compo-
nent C is a maximum positive connected component if and only if:
1. Every node in C has positive weight.
2. C cannot be further expended by adding another node.
For the example shown in Fig. 7.2, we can see that {u3} and {u5} are maximum positive
connected components while {u3, u4, u5} is not a maximum positive connected component
although {u3, u4, u5} has greater total weight.
7.4.1 Algorithm Design
Based on Theorem 7.4.2 and Definition 7.4.1, we have the following algorithm to select
the winners and determine winners’ payments where Ci is used to denote the i-th maximum
positive connected component and m is used to denote the number of maximum positive
connected components.
1. Set W = ∅, check each maximum positive connected component C1, C2, . . . , Cm of
graph G
2. Set W = Ci if
∑
u∈W u.w <
∑
v∈Ci v.w
3. All winners’ payments are set to P
The above process is shown in Algorithm 17.
According to Algorithm 17’s process, we can see that it will select one maximum positive
connected component in C1, C2, . . . , Cm. This will make sure the selected winners form a
connected geographical dependent graph.
7.4.2 Algorithm’s Properties
According to the process of Algorithm 17, we also have the following theorems which
indicate the proposed algorithm is computational efficient, truthful, individual rational and
profitable.
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Algorithm 17: Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
Input: User set UT and mobile crowdsensing task T
Output: Winner set W
1: W = ∅
2: for i=1 to m do
3: if
∑
u∈W u.w <
∑
v∈Ci v.w then
4: W = Ci
5: end if
6: end for
7: for i=1 to |W | do
8: W [i].p = P
9: end for
10: return W
Theorem 7.4.3. The time complexity of Algorithm 17 is O(U2T )
Proof: All the maximum positive connected components can be calculated using
breadth-first search whose time complexity is O(U2T ). Moreover, the time complexity of
checking all the maximum positive connected components and calculating the payments are
O(U2T ) and O(UT ) since we have m ≤ |UT | and Ci ≤ |UT | 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Finally, the total time
complexity is O(U2T ). 2
Theorem 7.4.4. The suboptimal auction mechanism is truthful.
Proof: According to the process of Algorithm 17, Algorithm 17 is to choose the maxi-
mum positive connected component with the highest total weight. So if user u ∈ Ci proposes
another bid u′b < ub, the total weight of Ci will become even larger. Then user u will still be
chosen as the winner. Therefore, we conclude that Algorithm 17 is monotone.
According to the process of Algorithm 17, each winner’s payment is P . If user u’s bid
is greater than P , u will not belong to any maximum positive connected component, which
makes u cannot be the winner. Therefore, we conclude that each winner in Algorithm 17 is
paid the critical value.
Since Algorithm 17 is monotone and each winner is paid the critical value, we can
conclude that Algorithm 17 is truthful according to Theorem 7.4.2. 2
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Theorem 7.4.5. The non-optimal auction is individual rational.
Proof: According to the process of Algorithm 7.4.2, each winner’s payment is P . Then
this theorem can be easily proved according to the definition of maximum positive connected
component. 2
Theorem 7.4.6. The non-optimal auction is profitable.
Proof: According to the process of Algorithm , the payment to each winner is P . In
other words, |W |P−∑w∈W w.p will always be 0. Therefore, the value brought by the winners
is no less than the total payment paid to the winners 2
7.5 Problem Extension
Although the above two sections proposed two algorithms to select the winners, there
are still some troublesome problems to be solved, which could be regarded as the extension
of the winner selection problem defined in Section 7.2.
7.5.1 Min-K Winner Selection Problem
In practice, the mobile crowdsensing platform may need enough sensory data to do the
analysis. Therefore, it is possible to select a connected winner set while letting the number
of winners to be greater or equal to a given value K? The formal problem definition is as
follows.
Input: user set U where each user u ∈ U has attributes u.x, u.y and u.b.
Output: 1) connected winner set W which maximizes P |W |−∑w∈W w.b and |W | ≥ K.
2) The payment for each winner.
For the example shown in Fig.7.2, if we have K = 5, then the optimal winner set is
{u2, u3, u4, u5, u6} where the total social welfare is 2. Comparing with the optimal winner
set {u3, u4, u5} for the original winner selection problem, we can see that in this problem,
the mobile crowdsensing platform may select some users whose bid is equal or even greater
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than P in order to let the number of winners to be greater or equal to K. In this way, the
total social welfare may be less than that of the original winner selection problem.
This problem can be solved by the following methodology where the total social welfare
can be maximized.
1. The mobile crowdsensing platform still uses Algorithm 14 to select the winners and
Algorithm 16 to calculate the payments.
2. Revise the original heuristic function. If |str| = |UT | and the number of winners is less
than K, the heuristic function returns −∞.
The revised heuristic function is shown in Algorithm 18. According to [108], we can conclude
that the payment strategy for the min-K winner selection problem is truthful, individual
rational and profitable.
Algorithm 18: Heuristic Function HF
Input: 0-1 bit string str, k
Output: Upper bound of maximum independent set’s total weight if str is further
extended
1: if |str| = |UT | then
2: if Connected(ISG({UT [i]|str[i]=1}))=false then
3: return −∞
4: else if |{1 ≤ i ≤ |UT ||str[i] = 1}| < k then
5: return −∞
6: else
7: return 0
8: end if
9: end if
10: sum=0
11: for i=|str|+ 1 to UT do
12: if UT [i].w > 0 then
13: sum=sum+UT [i].w
14: end if
15: end for
16: return sum
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7.5.2 Budget-bounded Winner Selection Problem
Since the mobile crowdsensing platform need to pay enormous payments to the winners,
then how does the crowdsensing platform select the winners while the total payment to the
winners is less than or equal to a given budget B? The formal problem definition is as
follows.
Input: user set U where each user u ∈ U has attributes u.x, u.y and u.b.
Output: 1) connected winner set W which maximizes P |W |−∑w∈W w.b and |W | ≥ K.
2) The payment for each winner where the total payment is less or equal to budget B.
This problem can be solved using the following methodology which has polynomial
execution time.
1. Calculate the initial winner set W using Algorithm 17. Return W as the winner set if
the total payment is less than or equal to B.
2. If the total payment is greater than B, use the following steps to remove some winners
from W .
(a) Check the winners in W in decreasing order of bid.
(b) Remove winner w from winner set W if Connected(ISG(W − {w})) = true.
(c) The above process keep on until the total payment is less than or equal to B.
3. Return the winner set W .
The above process is shown in Algorithm 19.
Using the similar methodology shown in Section 7.4.2, it is easy to have the following
theorem.
Theorem 7.5.1. Algorithm 19 is computational efficient, truthful, individual rational and
profitable.
For the example shown in Fig.7.2, if we have B = 2.4, then output winner set of
Algorithm 19 is ∅ where the total social welfare is 0. Comparing with the output winner set
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Algorithm 19: Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
Input: User set UT , crowdsensing task T and budget B
Output: Winner set W
1: W=Non-optimal(UT , T )
2: Sort the winners in W in increasing order of bid
3: while P |W | > B do
4: for i=1 to |W | do
5: if Connected(ISG(W − {W [i]})) = true then
6: W = W − {W [i]}
7: end if
8: end for
9: end while
10: return W
{u3} of Algorithm 17, we can see that in Algorithm 19, the mobile crowdsensing platform
may select fewer winners in order to let the total payment to be less or equal to budget B.
Similarly, the total social welfare of this problem may be less than that of the original winner
selection problem.
7.6 Experiment
7.6.1 Experiment Settings
We investigated one real dataset from trip record data from New York City Taxi &
Limousine Commission to generate users’ positions [160]. The preprocessed data contains
the positions of 413 users and these users are distributed in a 4.68km × 13.20km rectangle
region in downtown Manhattan.
The Swoopo bidding dataset named is used to generate users’ bid [113]. The following
steps are used to preprocess the raw data.
1. A subset of the original dataset which only contains the bids of one single good is
extracted.
2. For simplicity, all the original bids are normalized by dividing the bid average.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
T.x 2km T.y 4km
T.r 600m T.d 300m
P 1 K 5
Table 7.2. Default Parameters
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Figure 7.3. Execution time comparison for different T.r
There are 5372 bids in the preprocessed bid set. The bid of each individual user is determined
by randomly selecting one bid from this bid set. The parameters and their default values for
the experiments are listed in Table 7.2. The setting for the value T.r is relatively low since the
baseline algorithm has exponential time complexity. The experiment results for the optimal
winner selection algorithm, non-optimal winner selection problem and the extended winner
selection problems are shown in Section 7.6.2, Section 7.6.3 and Section 7.6.4, respectively.
7.6.2 Optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
The first group of experiments is to compare the execution time between the A* algo-
rithm and the brute force algorithm with different T.r. The results are shown in Fig. 7.3
where T.r varies from 500m to 600m. We can see the execution time of the brute force
algorithm increases sharply with the increase of T.r due to the increase of |UT | while the
execution time of the A* algorithm varies with the increase of T.r. Moreover, the execution
time of the A* algorithm is lower than that of the brute force algorithm, which demonstrates
the efficiency of the algorithm we proposed.
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The second group of experiments compares the execution time between the A* algorithm
and the brute force algorithm with different T.d. The value of T.d changes from 230m to
330m. The results are listed in Fig. 7.4. We can see the execution time of the A* algorithm
is much lower than the brute force algorithm with different T.d.
7.6.3 Non-optimal Winner Selection Algorithm
The first group of experiments is to compare the social welfare, i.e. |W |P −∑u∈W u.b
of the optimal winner selection algorithm and non-optimal winner selection algorithm with
different T.r. The results are shown in Fig. 7.5. We can see that for the same T.d, the
non-optimal algorithm’s total social welfare is smaller than the optimal algorithm’s welfare.
This kind of result illustrates the tradeoff between the total social welfare and the algorithm
performance.
The second group of experiments is to compare the social welfare of the optimal winner
selection algorithm and non-optimal winner selection algorithm with different T.d. The
results are shown in Fig. 7.6. Similarly, we can see that for different T.d, the non-optimal
algorithm’s social welfare is smaller than the optimal algorithm’s social welfare although the
non-optimal algorithm has polynomial execution time.
The third group of experiments shows the bid of the winners. We set T.r = 2km for this
group of experiments. The results are shown in Fig. 7.7. We can see that winners’ bids are
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lower than the payments they get, which is equal to P = 1. This kind of results verifies the
correctness of Theorem 7.4.5, in other words, the non-optimal winner selection algorithm is
individual rational.
7.6.4 Extended Problems
The first group of experiments is to compare the execution time between the A* al-
gorithm and the brute force algorithm with different T.r for the min-K winner selection
problem. The results are shown in Fig. 7.8. Similarly, we can see the execution time of the
brute force algorithm increases sharply with the increase of T.r while the execution time of
the A* algorithm varies with the increase of T.r. Moreover, the execution time of the A*
algorithm is lower than that of the brute force algorithm.
The second group of experiments compares the execution time between the A* algorithm
and the brute force algorithm with different T.d for the min-K winner selection problem. The
results are listed in Fig. 7.9. Similarly, we can see the execution time of the A* algorithm is
much lower than the brute force algorithm with different T.d.
The third group of experiments is to compare the total payment to the winners and
the budget for the budget-bounded winner selection problem. The results are listed in Fig.
7.10. The results show the total payment calculate by Algorithm 7.4.2 is always less than
the budget B as expected.
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7.7 Conclusion
We propose a geographical position dependent winner selection problem in mobile
crowdsensing in this chapter. An optimal winner selection algorithm which can maximize the
total social welfare is proposed. We also designed a non-optimal winner selection algorithm
which is computationally efficient. Moreover, we also proposed and solved two extended
problems. Solid theoretical proofs indicate these algorithms are truthful, individual rational
and profitable. The real datasets based experimental results indicate the proposed algorithms
have high performance.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION
Data collection and aggregation has been considered as essential techniques in mobile
sensing. Using the naive methodology to do data collection and data aggregation in mobile
sensing will cause huge data transmission cost. Therefore, to reduce the cost, this dissertation
follows the following technical routes. The first route is to use sampling technique which
only let a small part of nodes to submit their sensory data. The second route is to make
use of users’ positions to reduce useless sensory data submission. Based on the above two
technical routes the following problems are solved.
First, the (, δ)-approximate algorithms for the frequency, rank, distinct-count and quan-
tile aggregation operations in networks are proposed. Furthermore, the sample size which
can make the final result to satisfy the specified precision and failure probability require-
ments are derived. In addition, a cluster-based uniform sampling algorithm is provided. The
simulation results show that the proposed algorithms have high performance on both energy
cost and accuracy.
Second, an (, δ)-approximate algorithm to process a frequency query is proposed. This
algorithm is based on Bernoulli sampling, so only some nodes in a network need to transfer
sensory data. Furthermore, the methodology to calculate the sampling probability which
can make the final query result to satisfy the specified precision and failure probability is
derived. The simulation results for MANET connectivity are presented. These simulation
results can be used in the calculation of sampling probability. Finally, a Bernoulli sampling
algorithm is provided and analyzed. The simulation results show that on the aspects of both
energy efficiency and accuracy, the proposed algorithm has high performance.
Third, we propose a geographical position conflicting based winner selection problem
in mobile crowdsensing. An optimal winner selection algorithm is proposed to maximize
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the total social welfare. Moreover, we also propose a computationally efficient non-optimal
winner selection algorithm. Solid theoretical proofs indicate both these algorithms are truth-
ful, individual rational and profitable. The experimental results which are based on actual
datasets indicate the proposed algorithms are efficient. An interesting aspect of research in
the future is to make use of the sensory data’s spatial correlation to study users’ cooperation
in geographical position based crowdsensing tasks.
Fourth, the δ-approximate algorithms for the maximum value and distinct-set aggrega-
tion operations in sensor-equipped IoT networks are proposed. These algorithms are based on
the uniform sampling and Bernoulli sampling respectively. Mathematical proofs have been
made for better understanding of these algorithms. Additionally, we have also proposed
mathematical estimators for the two algorithms. Moreover, we have derived the values for
the sample size and the sample probability which satisfies the specified failure probability
requirements of the final result. Finally, a uniform sampling based algorithm and a Bernoulli
sampling based algorithm are provided. Experiments are conducted for various delta values
and the network sizes. The results are then compared between the naive method and the
proposed algorithms. The simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithms have high
performance with respect to the energy cost.
Finally, we propose a geographical position dependent winner selection problem in mo-
bile crowdsensing in this paper. An optimal winner selection algorithm which can maximize
the total social welfare is proposed. We also designed a non-optimal winner selection al-
gorithm which is computationally efficient. Moreover, we also proposed and solved two
extended problems. Solid theoretical proofs indicate these algorithms are truthful, individu-
al rational and profitable. The real datasets based experimental results indicate the proposed
algorithms have high performance.
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